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1.1

Introduction

1.1.1 Research and Policy Problem
Over the last decade, in part thanks to the European Commission and Parliament’s
contribution in terms of research and policy, a new awareness has emerged that perceives
corruption as one of the main concerns for all European countries and organised crime as a
phenomenon not territorially bounded, but a moving, trans-borders one (European Parliament 2011;
2013; European Commission 2014). The Mafia-like criminal organisations from Italy as well as
from other eastern and southern Europe countries have enlarged their range of activities and scale of
operation, akin to legal economic operators, exploiting the opportunities created by globalisation.
New alliances and cooperative relationships have emerged between criminal actors operating in
different countries, as well as with political actors. Criminals have expanded their influence on
economy, society, public institutions, politics and policy-making: “Organised crime has today
become an economic global player which benefits from enormous illicit competitive advantages
and, through fraud, is polluting the lawful economy”, as well as corrupting the transparency of
politics (European Parliament 2013). Besides violence, reputation and intimidation, corruption has
become the main road for criminal groups to get illicit benefits and profits. Moreover, through
corruption criminal actors enter into a network of relationships with white-collars, i.e. influential
and powerful counterparts with whom they can enlarge a set of cooperative interactions into many
other illicit activities where their expertise, competence and practical experience matter: tax fraud,
money laundering, tax evasion, environmental crimes and other illegal deals, which are generally
interrelated.
The mechanisms of development, persistence and strengthening of such “grey zone” of
white collar actors surrounding criminal organisation is a crucial issue not only as an analytical
challenge, but also in a policy perspective. The grey zone around criminal organisation is populated
by actors who are not always directly involved in criminal activities, but receive benefits from their
cooperation with criminal actors. The strength of criminal groups, in fact, lies in their ability to
access resources which are outside their organisational perimeter, and that cannot be simply
extorted or taken through the use of violence. A list of such resources is very long, and necessarily
incomplete: public contracts, licences, concessions, subsides, impunity, social legitimization,
reputation, connections, political influence, authority and access to public or financial decisionmaking, etc. To obtain these resources criminal organisations have a significant interest in creating
a stable link with white collars, i.e. actors having high social status, education, professional skills,
prestige, economic and political power. However, they cannot always be easily subjugated or
intimidated, because they could resist or react, producing a relevant cost. To cooperate with them is
generally a more profitable strategy, and mutually advantageous exchange relationships are the
easiest way to cooperate. As Sciarrone observes: “The strength and persistence of mafia can be
explained precisely by its capability to produce and accumulate social capital, i.e. to create ‘external
relationships’ and to use a wide pool of relational resources to be used for multiple goals”.
The Mafia Capitale judicial inquiry in Rome, taken as an illuminating case-study (see also
appendix 2 of the integrated report, 2015), clearly shows how a brand-new endogenous mafia-like
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criminal organisation can emerge as a demanded guarantor and enforcer within a pre-existing illegal
market of corrupt exchanges including politicians, bureaucrats, professionals, entrepreneurs, and
others. The localisation of Mafia Capitale is described by the criminal boss as a “middle-earth”
connecting the underworld of illegal and violent activity and the upper-world of politicians,
entrepreneurs, professionals, finance. As the boss explains in a taped conversation: “There is a
world […] a middle-earth in which all come together […] The fact is that in this ‘middle-earth
everything and everyone meets […] they all meet there. You stand there […] but not as a matter of
class […] as a matter of merit, ok? […] then in the middle, also persons from the upper-world are
interested that someone from the underworld does things it cannot do alone […] and everything is
mixed” (OCC-MC, pp. 33-4).
Relationships within the grey zone – or “middle-earth” zone, to use the Mafia Capitale’s
jargon – are generally more difficult to recognise as illegal and more complicated for judges and
control agencies to prosecute, since they are often only indirectly related to criminal operations. By
their nature, such activities are not openly white/legal nor black/illegal, but opaque, ambiguous,
shadowy. The grey area is the incubator of “bad” social capital useful or necessary for the
expansion of their scale of activity beyond the net of their dense and cohesive internal relationships,
thanks to loose connections – i.e. stretchy, adaptive, persistent – with external, powerful actors.
Reciprocal willingness to enter into this informal (if not overtly illegal) arena is sanctioned by
shared blackmailing power, reliability and reputations of trustworthiness within illegal deals.
Hierarchy is not the dominant structure of ties within the grey area – even if hierarchically
structured collective actors, such as criminal organisation, parties or enterprises, may operate in it.
What can be observed is a hidden, sometimes wide informal-criminal network of exchanges –
including also the political-criminal nexus, on which this policy paper focuses – including a
multiplicity of actors, having different configurations both in their dimension, architecture and
adaptive capability to external challenges. Governance structures – where mafia-like groups supply
protection, playing a crucial role – in fact provide internal regulation and enforcement of such
informal relationships, reducing uncertainty in complex, indirect, postponed, and therefore difficult
to handle transactions (della Porta and Vannucci, 2012). Moreover, the larger the autonomous
diffusion of illicit markets and white collar crime in a certain context (e.g. corruption, bid-rigging,
fiscal frauds), the stronger the demand for mafia-like criminal groups’ protection and enforcement
services: as Gambetta (1993) demonstrated, the legal non-enforceability of contracts renders the
protection of mafiosi especially valuable in these sectors. Several scenarios can emerge. Criminal
actors, for instance, can be “captured” as facilitators within a pre-existing network of white-collar
crimes, not necessarily as dominant actors. Alternatively, the network of corrupt actors may be able
to internalise the production of protection regulating its internal codes of behaviour, autonomously
organising its illegal deals without any contribution of “traditional” organised crime.
The smooth and successful penetration and settling of criminal organisation in areas of new
colonisation, far from their traditional territorial roots, can therefore be explained as the result of a
demand-supply logic, since they can provide required enforcement and dispute settlement services
in already operating networks of white-collar crimes (Varese 2011; Sciarrone 2014). A positivefeedback effect can also be activated between the operation of criminal organisations facilitating the
operation of networks of illicit or informal deals among politicians, entrepreneurs, bureaucrats and
5

professionals, which can therefore become more robust, resilient and long-lasting, reciprocating
with a political and institutional protection that in turn strengthens criminal groups (della Porta and
Vannucci 2013; Vannucci 2014).
The characteristics and recognisability of the criminal-political nexus becomes more difficult to
analyse and contrast in these contexts, especially when: (a) a symbiotic interaction emerges between
politics and criminal groups; (b) the endogenous organisation of corruption makes its internal
operation and enforcement mechanisms robust, fearsome and impermeable to external intrusion and
internal friction to an extent that resembles criminal groups’ operation. When organised crime with
its corruptive power and corruption with its capability of autonomous organisation have trespassed
their traditional local scale of operation to influence national-level policies, transnational
transaction, and globalisation processes, the institutional response has to be on the same level:
“therein lies the challenge that the EU is being called upon to face. The sophisticated new forms of
organised crime, corruption, and money laundering require renewed political commitment at the
highest levels and new social and law enforcement paradigms” (European Parliament 2013).

1.1.2 Goals and methods
Based on these recent trends and patterns across EU Member States (MS), this policy paper
with recommendations aims at investigating the strategies and initiatives that are already in place or
that can be adopted to tackle the link between organised crime and corruption in the public
procurement process and in electoral politics at the EU and MS level. The framework developed in
this study contributes to the definition of a more advanced and comprehensive policy framework
that considers enforcement through criminal justice only a single component of a much wider and
deeper action including enhanced strategies of detection, based on a risk-assessment approach, and
of prevention, based on blacklisting and whitelisting systems. This model also embraces an
administrative approach in tackling the problem, combining reputational forms of intervention with
more traditional conviction-based decisions.
This three-step strategy, drawing both on an administrative and a criminal justice approach,
is applied to both sides of the problem. On one side, these initiatives aim at controlling for the
supply, i.e. the actual criminal organisations operating in a certain territory or market. On the other
side, these initiatives are designed to control for the demand, i.e. those conducive factors that
establish a demand of illegal protection services in electoral politics and public procurement.
Both supply and demand significantly vary both within and across countries, and over time
as well. The analysis and understanding of such variation is crucial in evaluating the real impact of
regulation and legislation at a national and an EU level. Policy implications of such insights are
straightforward, as this report will show.
This policy paper with recommendations is based on the findings of the Integrated Report on
Organised Crime and Political Corruption in Europe, focusing on the infiltration of organised crime
in three crucial policy sectors: public procurement, privatization of public utilities/services,
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management of EU funds 1 . The research aimed at filling a gap existing in both academic and
policy-oriented research, in which the interaction between corruption and organised crime has been
poorly addressed and analysed. To fill this gap, the research examined the modalities, resources and
strategies used by criminal groups to govern and/or capture the market of political corruption, as
well as the capability of corruption networks to develop internal governance structures that make
their operation akin to those of criminal groups. By exploring the mechanisms of exchanges
between corrupt and criminal organised actors, the Report showed the channels and strategies of
penetration and of corruptive influence upon each step of the decision-making process, as well as
the enforcement of illegal cartels to fix offers, the settling of front companies to bypass regulations
on non-conforming tenders, and other distortions. Similarities and differences in corruption
exchanges across countries and policy arenas has been singled out, analysing the infiltration and
manipulation strategies of ordinary policy-making procedures carried out by the actors involved in
such illegal networks, either criminal or political-institutional ones. Two sources of variation in the
criminal organisation of corruption have been taken into consideration:
(a) trends of criminal groups within each MS, looking specifically at the variation of
their internal organisation, which influences also their networking capabilities within the same
European countries, allowing them a more or less “efficient” degree of adaptation and success in a
common policy setting in the public contracting sector.
(b) distinctive clusters of the same criminal organisation operating in a plurality of
countries across Europe (i.e. Italian mafias, Bulgarian groups or other foreign mafias that have
colonised new territories), analysing how the same criminal groups adapt and react to a changing
institutional and legal framework and policy settings, leading to different opportunities for
corruption exchanges.
The analysis was drawn from data collected in five European countries (Bulgaria,
Croatia, Hungary, Italy, Kosovo). Data collection and analyses were conducted by five institutions
across Europe (EUI, CSD, BCE, IKS, PSD). The methodology involves both extensive and
intensive strategies of investigation. A quantitative assessment of the crime and politics nexus is
based on the Organised Crime & Corruption (OCC) events database, in which events data on the
link between criminal groups and political corruption have been gathered and assembled2.
This research integrates the approach of previous studies showing criminal groups having
diverse opportunities, preferences and chances to capture different governmental levels (Allum,
2012; Moro, Petrella & Sberna, 2014; Olivieri & Sberna 2014; Gambetta 1993; Kelly 2000;
Godson 2000; CSD 2010) with in-depth research on facilitating factors, mechanisms and
implications of the “institutionalised” interaction between criminal organisations and political
actors. In several cases, this interaction also sees the involvement of entrepreneurs, bureaucrats,
professionals, voters (Savona 2010; Savona et al. 2006; Calderoni et al. 2009; Della Porta and
Vannucci 1997; Della Porta and Vannucci 1999). Corruption is not only a strategy for criminal
organisations to obtain from public agents contingent benefits, such as lack of prosecution, or
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The full version of the Integrated report is available online (http://anticorrp.eu/publications/integrated-report/).
All the data about OCC events collected in the five countries have been assembled in a single database of events. In
the case of Italy (see the country report), we also present a preliminary analysis of the data to show the potential of this
research strategy. See full version of the report.
2
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influence on the allocation of specific benefits – i.e. decision-making concerning public contracts,
licenses, land-zoning, privatisation of previously public assets, allocation of funds – but it also a
business for criminal organisations when they provide illegal protection for corruption exchanges.
What enters into play here are the structure, mechanisms and implications of the criminal-political
nexus that may emerge when cooperative interplays between these actors are not only occasional
transactions, but a potentially “repeated game”. The resources of exchange within well-established
criminal-political networks are policy-making, regulation, allocation of public funds, shielding
against police and judicial prosecution on the one side; and the other side consent, electoral
support, political financing and campaign contributions, influence over candidate’s selection,
politicians’ careers, parties’ alliances and coalitions. In these cases the anticipated longer time
horizon of interaction encourages the use of a wider set of resources of exchange – besides bribes –
which may have a profound distortive impact on the quality of democratic processes, the selection
of the political class, and the effectiveness of decision-making in the policy arenas on which we
focus in this paper.
The relevance of the issue is recognised by the 2014 EU anticorruption Report, even if only
in a limited account. Corruption, in fact, is considered as an “economy of scale” factor facilitating
the success of criminal groups (Reuter, 197#), underestimating the reverse causal nexus, which
makes the protection guaranteed by mafia-like criminal organisation a powerful resource for the
regulatation and enforcement of illegal and informal deals both in the market for corrupt exchanges
and in the political arena. Moreover, the hidden connection between criminal groups and politics is
considered mainly at subnational (regional and local) level, not considering the possibility that – as
the Italian and Bulgarian cases clearly show – criminal influence over decision-making processes
can be observed also at a higher institutional level: “Links between corruption and organised crime
In the Member States where organised crime poses considerable problems, corruption is often used
as a facilitator. In one Member State, numerous cases of alleged illegal party funding at central or
regional level were also linked to organised crime groups. Links between organised crime groups,
businesses and politicians remain a concern for those Member States, particularly at regional and
local levels, and in public procurement, construction, maintenance services, waste management
and other sectors [...] Overall corruption remains a serious threat as a means for organised crime
groups to infiltrate public and private sectors, as stated by the EU Serious and Organised Crime
Threat Assessment carried out in 2013 by Europol” (European Commission 2014, p. 19).
The Policy Paper is divided into four chapters. The first chapter presents an overview of the
varieties of organised crime groups operating in the EU and how they can influence through
corruption exchanges both the policy-making (public procurement) and electoral politics. The
findings are drawn upon the research conducted for the Integrated Report. In the second chapter, a
brief overview of the EU initiatives against organised crime is illustrated. Chapters 3 and 4 present
an evaluation of the existing strategies for detection, prevention and control of the infiltration of
organised crime into public procurement (chapter 3) and into electoral politics (chapter 4).
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1.2 The link between OC and Political Corruption: theory and
empirical evidence
This chapter presents the most important findings of the Integrated Report on Organised
Crime and Political Corruption in Europe, focusing on the infiltration of organised crime in three
crucial policy sectors: public procurement, privatization of public utilities/services, management of
EU funds 3 . The research aimed at filling a gap existing in both academic and policy-oriented
research, in which the interaction between corruption and organised crime has been poorly
addressed and analysed. The analysis was drawn from data collected in five European countries
(Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Italy, Kosovo). The methodology involves both extensive and
intensive strategies of investigation. A quantitative assessment of the crime and politics nexus is
based on the Organised Crime & Corruption (OCC) events database, in which events data about the
link between criminal groups and political corruption have been gathered and assembled 4 . A
qualitative assessment involves in-depth understanding of the mechanisms of corrupt exchanges,
presented as 29 single case studies conducted in the countries covered by the research, inclusive of
primary and secondary sources (interviews, legal proceedings, academic and policy-oriented
reports).
As will be shown later in this chapter, the most striking outcome emerging from the
collected evidence is the variety of groups and corrupt exchanges upon which information has been
collected. The diversity of criminal groups within countries is perhaps the most startling feature of
the data, suggesting that, even when we talk of organised crime within European countries, we are
often in fact referring to a phenomenon which varies both across space and over time. The
comparison across countries, on the contrary, shows that similar patterns might exist between
criminal organisations in different countries when similar environmental conditions favour
penetration of the legitimate economy and political institutions, and facilitate interdependence and
reciprocity with both legitimate and political actors.
This chapter is organised as follows. The first section presents the focus of this study, and it
provides the definitions used to disentangle the link between political corruption and organised
crime. Section 2 provides a comparative assessment of organised crime groups operating in the
countries analysed in the study. Section 3 offers an evaluation of those criminal opportunities
arising from the institutional design of one of the three policy arenas analysed in the ANTICORRP
research, e.g. public procurement, whereas Section 4 illustrates a typology to analyse and explain
changes in the link between organised crime and electoral corruption. In Section 5 we illustrate the
results of the 29 in-depth case studies carried out about events of criminal-political collusions.

1.2.1 Disentangling political corruption from organised crime
EU institutions have promoted and attempted to launch a common action against organised
crime, corruption, and money laundering in EU member states since the early 1990s 5. In general,
3

The full version of the Integrated report is available online (http://anticorrp.eu/publications/integrated-report/).
All the data about OCC events collected in the five countries have been assembled in a single database of events. In
the case of Italy (see the country report), we also present a preliminary analysis of the data to show the potential of this
research strategy. See full version of the report.
5
See the full version of the report of a more detailed review of all EU initiatives on the issues of organised crime,
corruption and money laundering.
4
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the three criminal issues have been treated separately without fully addressing the interplay and
interdependence among them. On both policy analysis and intervention sides, they are distinctive
phenomena, which might emerge, develop and persist autonomously, involving different actors who
perform separate functions and are motivated by different goals. However, the inherent
interdependence among them might be a conducive factor to the emergence of all of them, it might
affect the way these phenomena develop or dampen the effectiveness of separate and limited policy
interventions. This is especially true when the interdependence becomes a source of reciprocal
advantage, and we thus observe exchanges of resources among the actors involved. In its
enlargement strategies, the EU has traditionally shown more awareness about the intrinsic link
between criminal organisations and political corruption, as shown by the different negotiation and
monitoring activities carried out by the European Commission6. The two phenomena more often
emerge together. However, both institutional and policy reports at EU level have traditionally taken
organised crime as a cause of corruption, focusing on certain forms of corruption, such as police
and judicial corruption, which are typically generated by the attempt of criminal actors to avoid
conviction, to obtain impunity, or other specific advantages related to their illegal acts. Without any
doubt, such an approach may well serve as a “laboratory” in understanding the strategies of criminal
groups in preserving their illegal businesses and enabling them to flourish. However, this type of
corrupt exchange only partially exemplifies those reciprocity mechanisms that certain criminal
groups can trigger with institutional and political actors, achieving longevity and territorial control.
The goal to neutralize investigations and law enforcement through bribing a police officer or a
judge is only a part of the problem. Such a focus does not enable seeing organised criminality as a
phenomenon recognizable by the reciprocal services it can perform for legitimate clients
(politicians, bureaucrats, professionals, entrepreneurs in legal markets). In other words, organised
crime can also be a resource for corrupt exchanges, when it becomes an integral and functional
component of political corruption networks. Within this perspective, political corruption is not only
a strategy for criminal organisations to obtain contingent benefits from public agents, but it also a
business for criminal organisations when they provide illegal protection to corruption exchanges.
Therefore, though EU institutions have started in carefully addressing the impact of political
corruption in crucial EU policy sectors, such as the management of EU funds, the same institutions
have not likewise considered the problem of OC as enabler of political corruption in the same
sectors. This is the reason why the research focused on the link between organised criminals and
political corruption, and not primarily on other forms of corrupt exchanges. In fact, as the collected
evidence showed, less sophisticated criminal groups are more likely to be interested in judicial and
police corruption, rather than political. The latter indeed gains more relevance in at least two cases:
(a) when political institutions are a necessary medium towards influencing law-enforcement or in
developing economies of scale within infiltrated legitimate markets; and (b) when illegal proceeds
or services (e.g. illegal protection) are demanded on the political market in the forms of illegal
political finance, vote-buying, electoral fraud or enforcement of corrupt exchanges. Moreover, a
further scenario risks to remain outside the lens of policy analysts. Evidence also collected for the
Integrated Report showed a persistent and growing organisation in corrupt exchanges, i.e. grand
corruption cases involving structured and durable organisations/networks of institutional actors
aimed at the systemic capture of public resources for private aims. Therefore, when we look at
political corruption cases, we see that traditional criminal groups – e.g. those organisations
6

See the full version of the report of a more analysis of this point.
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producing and/or selling illegal goods and/or services – still play an important role, but this is not
pivotal or overwhelming as it is supposed to be. On the contrary, corporate and corruption crimes
seem to be more organised and structured as compared to the past, showing a growing
criminalization of practices and conducts either in the political or in the economic sphere.
Therefore, a first step in the analysis of these emerging trends and in the formulation of
policy responses at EU level is a common definition of organised crime activities. In fact, the
variety of criminal actors and organisations across EU countries and around the world has produced
an ambiguous and confused conceptualization of the problem, leading to a number of conflicting
definitions as to what constitutes organised crime activity, not only between jurisdictions in Europe
and around the world, but also within academic research (Levi, 1998; Paoli, 2002; Finckenauer,
2005; Varese, 2011). In this study, we have opted for a broader definition of the phenomenon,
centred more on what groups do, instead of focusing on what they are presumed to be. Based on a
more recent literature on organised crime, we distinguish between organisations that simply trade
on the market, by producing and/or selling illegal goods and services, and organisations that aim at
governing the markets, by providing services of “dispute settlement, cartel enforcement and more
generally governance of illegal transactions” (Varese 2011:12). Italian mafia-type criminal
organisations would resemble more the second type of organised criminal group, because they
operate as a governance structure mostly addressed to the underworld, such that its activities cannot
be reduced merely to the supply of illegal goods (Gambetta 1993). This distinction has significant
implications in the way this study aims at analysing the link between organised crime and political
corruption. As will be shown in the following sections, trading criminal groups might profit from
corruption as an enabler for their illegal business or money-laundering activities (organised crime as
a cause of corruption). In another scenario, when there are criminal groups offering protection and
government-like services on the illegal markets, organised crime might also become a resource and
enabler for corrupt exchanges, that are, as a matter of fact, illegal transactions, like any other
activity and exchange banned by law. The research design of the study was based on this
conceptualization of organised crime, and data collection took into consideration this analytical
distinction.

1.2.2 A comparative assessment of criminal groups and illegal markets in EU
member states
Current efforts to collect and analyse information on organised crime at EU level suffer
from the lack of standardised quantitative information, due to the different definition of the issue
across EU member states, and the lack of systematic qualitative information for all EU member
states that might serve for cross-country comparisons. More recently, some research projects have
tried to reverse this problem by designing more standardised procedures to collect information
within and across countries about organised criminal activities (Transcrime 2011), consumption of
illegal goods in Europe, or legal definitions (Calderoni 2014; Calderoni et al. 2014). Following this
literature, the research proposed a standardised procedure for gathering qualitative data on
organised crime groups in Europe. Patterns and trends in organised crime are presented and
compared along three axes: (a) path of emergence; (b) core business; (c) organisational model.
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According to the evidence collected, these three dimensions affect the modalities and resources
criminal groups use to engage in political corruption networks.
As far concerned the path of emergence, most of the cases show that connections between
indigenous organised and corporate crime remain the most relevant and recent development of
organised criminality in Europe, as opposed to the cross-border crime paradigm. As we focus our
attention upon the most dangerous liaisons between criminality and politics, indigenous forms of
criminal groups still play an almost exclusive role in connecting with business and government
officials. This might not hold true when we deal with other forms of corruption, such as police or
judicial, because similar strategies of influence might be used by both foreign and indigenous
groups. Environmental conditions and reciprocity mechanisms between non-indigenous and
indigenous actors explain the success of illicit transactions. Especially, the marginalisation of
minority groups not integrated with the surrounding society and the significant pool of illegal or
non-integrated immigrants in the EU are fertile conditions for foreign organised crime groups.
Some of the country studies presented in the research show the organisation of vast vote-buying
campaign in some marginalized ethnic communities. Local enablers have also an essential
explanatory function in the assessment of the link between organised crime and political corruption.
In particular, the overall deregulation of markets, the growing informalization of the workforce and
economy, the retreat of the state and failed liberalization cycles represent the most important
institutional and economic enablers of the nexus between criminal organisations and political
corruption, rather than the removal of borders and the globalization of markets.
The in-depth analysis of 29 case studies also show a further and more recent path of
emergence of criminal groups. In fact, evidence show that in certain circumstances corporate-state
and white-collar crimes are carried out along more institutionalized forms, characterized by the
same continuity and diversification of activities typical of more traditional organised crime models.
Illicit transactions might be more or less vertically integrated and oriented towards either a
hierarchical or a network-based structure, like the same mafia-like groups, which do not follow a
single organisational model as well. These cases differ from crimes that are simply organised,
because they rely on a permanent basis, interoperable and permeable contacts, multiple and
reiterated transactions instead of occasional ones, a sophisticated division of labour and growing
economies of scale. Networks involve primarily actors who used to have or still have a legal and
legitimate status, but then move towards a deliberate or coerced criminalization of their activities
and resources. This pattern is particularly significant in many EU countries when economic
transitions to more transparent (Bulgaria, Croatia, Kosovo, Hungary), competitive and open markets
have failed either at local or national level. In particular, some cases clearly show that also
liberalization cycles have been captured by private interests and heavily influenced by political rent
seeking dynamics and state capture, either at national or subnational level. In some cases, the
distinction has blurred between companies’ anti-competitive conduct and racketeering practices,
leading to higher criminalization of market dynamics. The criminalization of several kinds of
informal practices and anti-competitive conduct seems to be less the focus of policy-makers and
analysts as opposed to the threat represented by the infiltration into the political corruption networks
of traditional criminal organisations. At local level, these emerging forms of political corruption
networks often resemble “business-political corruption machines”, relying on longstanding
economic and political ties. Business and government professionals coordinate these structures
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(through legal business entities), heavily influencing the legislative process, regulative policies, and
state-controlled or semi-privatized enterprises.
As concerned to illegal activities and core business, for traditional criminal groups,
trafficking in multiple commodities remains the most significant activity. In fact, protection-racket
business remains heavily dependent on local conditions, more so than any other illegal business.
Moreover, this study confirms that criminal groups are increasingly “multi-commodity and polycriminal in their activities”, gathering diverse portfolios of criminal business interests, and
strengthening their capability to identify and exploit new illicit markets. Concerning embedded
indigenous groups, trading activities are often linked to financial and corporate crimes such as tax
evasion, VAT fraud, private corruption, commercial and public funds fraud, counterfeiting,
misappropriation of public funds, money-laundering and embezzlement when involving public
officials. In the cases considered here, business and government officials are usually well placed in
the market; they strive for market domination through their control of public procurement or
regulations and create conditions of unlawful competition, which make it difficult for other
legitimate companies to enter. In relation with corruption, data show that traditional criminal groups
are more likely to be interested in judicial and police corruption, rather than political. The latter
indeed gains more relevance in at least two cases: (a) when political institutions are a necessary
medium towards influencing law-enforcement or in developing economies of scale within
infiltrated legitimate markets; and (b) when illegal proceeds or services (e.g. illegal protection) are
demanded on the political market in the forms of illegal political finance, vote-buying, electoral
fraud or enforcement of corrupt exchanges. More interestingly, as shown by the evidence collected
in this study, traditional non-embedded criminal groups have to face competition from other
legitimate actors when they lobby government officials or policy-makers. This occurs especially
when criminal groups have no resources and capabilities in governing markets through protectionrackets, such as is also the case with mafia-like groups operating in new territories.
Finally, the organisation of groups emerges as one of the leading factors shaping their
strategies and their chances of success. The evidence collected shows that whatever their size,
longevity, functional diversification or market share, all groups must face many organisational
constraints in their activities, both internal and external. Therefore if illegality makes organisation,
in the sense that some types of illegal activities need an organisation and structure to be carried out,
at the same time it is also true that organisation makes illegality. In other words, the organisational
structure of groups affects the way they trade on or govern both illicit and legitimate markets. Two
important axes of comparison have been used in the research to disentangle the effect: functionally
or territorially based organisation of business; hierarchical or network structure. One of the
findings of this research is that economic syndicates’ criminal groups are more likely to be
functionally based, since they seek to operate in single or multiple sectors across territories. This
dimension becomes more relevant in the case of mafia-like groups. The majority of the cases
collected are about groups policing and providing illegal protection to the businesses carried out in
a limited territory, rather than controlling a single economic sector across territories. A more
territorially-based organisation has a relevant impact on the way groups engage in political
corruption networks. The combined effect of protection-racket activities and their territorial
dimension can explain the capacity of mafia-like groups to achieve organisational stability over
time within and amongst groups, higher embeddedness within legitimate business, and higher
opportunities to exploit economies of scale that can also lead to the provision of electoral services.
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Concerning their structure, criminal groups are organised in various forms ranging between two
models. The evidence collected support the hypothesis that non-embedded criminal groups more
likely have a vertical structure, which relies on classical hierarchies. As opposed to these, embedded
criminal groups are more horizontally structured as networks with a cellular structure and less rigid
or permanent hierarchies. In avoiding formal organisational structures and adopting a more flexible
hierarchical organisation, these groups enhance their ability to obscure their activities and pursue
their criminal objectives. In institutionalized political corruption networks, the elites often adopt a
shared leadership approach and/or a flexible hierarchy, though core groups direct wider criminal
networks and have a relatively stable and cohesive membership (see BG3-BG6; HU2). More
cohesive families, in fact, can control better their markets and territories of interest, and thus also
better manipulate voters and offer more services to those politicians who demand mafia protection
before and after elections.
Tab. 1.2.1 Comparative assessment of criminal groups

In-depth cases studies

Continuity

Emergence

Network

Continuity

IT1

√

√

√

IT2

√

√

√

√

IT3

√

√

√

√

√

IT4

√

√

√

√

IT5

√

(√)

IT6

√

√

√

√

√

BG1

√

√

√

√

√

√

BG2

√

√

√

√

√

√

BG3

√

√

√

BG4

√

√

√

√

BG5

√

√

√

√

BG6

√

√

√

BG7

√

(√)

BG8

√

(√)

√

√

BG9

√

BG10

√

HU1

√

HU2

√

HU3

√

HU4

√

(√)

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

(√)

√

(√)

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

HR1

√

√

√

√

HR2

√

√

√

√

HR3

√

√

√

√
√

√

KS1

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

HU5

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√
(√)

√

√

√

√

√

√

Hierarchy

Structure

Functionally
based

Type

Territorially
based

Govern

Core
business

Trade

Nonembedded

Path of
emergence

Embedded

Foreign

Local

Origin

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

KS2

√

√

√

√

√

√

KS3

√

√

√

√

√

√

KS4

√

√

√

√

KS5

√

√

√

√
√

√

√
√
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1.2.3 OC into Public Procurement: OC infiltration and criminal organization of
political corruption

Public procurement accounts for a significant amount of total general government
expenditure: over 250.000 public authorities in the EU countries spend around 14 per cent of GDP
on the purchase of works, services and supplies. Public bodies are the primary, and occasionally the
only buyer in several relevant sectors: energy, waste management, transport, social protection,
education, health. Taking into consideration tenders published in TED (Tenders Electronic Daily
database), including those which cross certain value thresholds, a significant divergence among
different EU countries emerges in their relative performance in key aspects of public procurement.
While the indicators offer a simplified picture, they nevertheless show basic aspects of countries’
efficiency of procurement sectors, which also influences the potential for corruption and criminal
organisations’ penetration into them.
In Chapter 4, the relevance of a corruption-risk assessment approach through the use of redflag indicators will be discussed, showing both the validity of this approach in capturing
institutionalised forms of political corruption, but also in detecting the infiltration of organised
crime groups into the public procurement process. In any case, even red-flag indicators should be
used in combination with other risk-assessment techniques in order to detect and prevent corruption
and organised crime in public procurement. These tools in fact interact with mutable and subtle
phenomena, which are often shown to adapt to environmental and procedural changes in all the
different steps of the public procurement process.
In fact, no public contracting procedures and control mechanisms are immune from the
penetration of criminal organisations with their corruptive influence and their capability of
enforcement. Ineffective or poorly designed procurement allocation procedures may nevertheless
create opportunities for criminal actors to enter into the process, distorting the allocation of
resources through corruption and other forms of undue influence. The complexity of public
procurement’s regulation can be observed under at least two profiles: the variation in the amount of
resources allocated through public contracts, ranging from gigantic public works to small supplies
on the one side, and the articulation of procedures in a sequence of steps, often involving a variety
of public actors at different levels of government, which starts with the identification of the public
needs in the pre-bidding, and concludes with the evaluation of contractual performance in postbidding.
Different rules of procurement create in various phases dissimilar opportunities for organised
crime’s penetration and corruption (as well as other malfeasances) for the diverse sets of actors
involved, as summed up in Table 1.2.2, and this enlarges the set of indicators of anomalies and
potential corruption. Some of the red-flags highlighted in the integrated report are indicated here.

[Here Table 1.2.2]
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Both at the national and subnational level we may consider the main factors facilitating penetration
of criminal groups in public decision-making, and therefore the setup of a more or less
“institutionalised” forms of interaction with white-collars and politicians:
1) The large amount of budget resources allocated through such procedures, which favour
the collection and allocation of rents among corrupt actors, also through the enforcement of
criminal organisation. In public procurement and in the allocation of EU funds the rent-seeking,
extortive and predatory activity of criminal groups is put into operation on a regular basis: cash
flows into public purchases, works and EU investments tend to be steady year on year.
2) When a market for corruption emerges in public procedures and allocation of EU funds,
criminal groups may then enter into the network of hidden exchanges, using their “know-how” in
illegal deals and their reputation for violence and intimidation potential to regulate illegal
transactions, defeat “legal” competitors, obtain funds and other remunerations. Mafia-like criminal
organisations can enter as providers of regulation and enforcement services, precluding or settling
disputes among participants in corrupt and collusive deals, discouraging defection and denunciation
(Gambetta 1993; Gambetta and Reuter 1995). Criminal organisations lower uncertainty and
transaction costs (della Porta and Vannucci 2012).
3) The complexity of the procedures and the legal framework in public procurement – due to
the overlapping of European legislation, national and regional laws and regulations – increases
ambiguity on the final outcome of the corresponding procedures, with a more frequent recourse to
legal disputes. Criminal groups can be capable of profitting from such conditions of uncertainty,
guaranteeing – thank to their influence over public administration – a selective protection of
entrepreneurs from loopholes, red-tape and bottlenecks.
4) Public procurement and EU funds management, especially in lower-value deals, contracts
and subcontracting, below the European threshold of value – are vulnerable to criminal
organisations’ investments in criminal assets and money laundering. Public controls over firm
activities and their budget administration are weaker than in banking and finance.
5) Public procurement and other policy-making sectors allow criminal actors to establish
lucrative and long-lasting relationships with white collars from whom they may obtain further
benefits. Especially in countries where criminal elites have a tradition of collusion with local
administrators “their involvement in ‘white-collar’ crimes, such as EU funds fraud, public contract
rigging, and real-estate fraud has allowed them to transform their relationship to politicians into a
more socially acceptable form” (CSD 2010, p. 73).
6) Criminal organisations can exert a significant influence on policy making and public
procurement procedures especially in smaller municipalities and public bodies, where controls are
weaker and criminal groups’ influence over the electoral process can become a crucial resource to
get support and win local elections. The capability to control or influence public decision-making in
less developed areas guarantees social legitimization for criminal organisations, since they
contribute to a selective assignation of jobs, services, contracts, subsidies to “clients”.
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7) Criminal organisations and their protected enterprises have a competitive advantage in the
allocation of resources from local providers having labour intensive and low-level technology
production (e.g. public works requiring concrete and other raw materials, etc).
8) Interaction with white collars in the entrepreneurial and financial sector facilitate criminal
organisations’ ability to launder the proceeds of their criminal activities. Money laundering can also
be realised through the network of relationships with economic actors (providers, subcontractors,
financiers, etc.) that criminal groups create in public contracting, especially when the economic
crisis put their counterparts into financial difficulties.
9) The role played by criminal groups and corrupt actors’ ability to organise their illegal
activities change following these phases: when a criminal organisation involved in public
procurement has a network-like form, it will tend to focus on the adjudication or execution/control
phases, since: (a) counterparts are closer to criminal groups’ influence (lowering identification and
bargaining costs); (b) resources at stake are easier to detect, assess and transmit. Since network-like
criminal groups and criminal firms cannot provide effective enforcement of illegal deals, they will
concentrate on obtaining specific contracts, subcontracts or other), entering preferably into direct,
preferably concomitant exchanges with other actors within the corruption network. The ability of
businesses sponsored by criminal organisations or directly owned by their affiliates to use
corruption and violent dissuasion of competitors can provide them with a significant advantage in
this environment.
When criminal organisations have a hierarchical structure, potentially operating as “protection
firms” (Gambetta 1993), they can also satisfy a demand for enforcement in a wider range of illicit
deals along the many phases of procurement procedures: (a) covering with a stricter control all (or
almost all) corrupt (and collusive) exchanges within a certain territorial area or decision-making
process (della Porta and Vannucci 2007); (b) including within the set of resources exchanged also
electoral consent, political support, allocation of financial resources, etc. – i.e. transactions
temporally and spatially distant from the bidding phase (della Porta and Vannucci 2012). The
supply of protection from mafia-like organisations allows actors within the corrupt networks to
distort and influence also the very first phases, since political exchanges enforced by criminal
groups are a precondition for the subsequent allocations of contracts.
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1.2.4 OC and Electoral Politics. A typology of interaction
Exchanges between political actors – both at individual, faction and party level – and
criminal organizations can emerge as a consequence of their control of valuable resources in the
policy sectors on which we focus in this study. The search for electoral consent by political actors
and their influence over decision-making processes in public contracting, privatization and EU
funds allocation makes them potential partners in cooperative interaction with criminal
organizations, which may in turn offer resources coming from their operation in various legal and
illegal markets, as well as protection.
In Table 1.2.3 a very general framework for the analysis of four ideal-typical models of
interaction between criminal organization and political actors is presented. Key variables are:
1. the characteristics of the criminal organization, distinguishing between (a) a relatively
centralized, hierarchical and monopolistic structure capable also of producing and
providing protection, and (b) a more dispersed and competitive network of criminal
firms operating in illegal markets.7
2. the characteristics of the political actors, distinguishing between (a) strong figures, i.e.
politicians (or parties/factions) with self-sufficient bases of consent rooted in the
territory, which can be translated into an enduring influence over the public authority,
and (b) weaker political actors having a limited autonomous role in decision-making
processes.
Both criminal and political actors are subject to different sources of uncertainty concerning
their capability for enduring activity. Criminals’ uncertainty is a consequence of the illegal and
violent nature of their activities and interactions. As argued in the literature, the resources and
services that criminal groups can provide depends on the strength of their control over territories
and sectors, whether this control is unchallenged, and on the size of the whole organization
(Gambetta 1993). In the case of electoral services (such as vote-buying), these are strictly
territorially based (voters can usually vote only where they live), therefore we expect that
territorially based groups can better sell this kind of service compared to others that, on the
contrary, can better police and promote corruption in the legitimate policy sectors under their
control. Criminal groups are structured in various forms ranging between two “polar” models: 1)
Criminal groups with a vertical structure, relying on classic hierarchies and operating with different
levels of ‘officers’; 2) Horizontally structured groups, functioning as networks with a cellular
structure and less rigid or permanent hierarchies (Catino 2014; Europol 2013). Between these two
models there are varying forms of other organisations, and their typical features are not necessarily
mutually exclusive, but any of them can be classified as closer to one of the two “ideal-typical”
hierarchical or network-like models Groups can in fact along time adapt to the characteristics of
either, or even both, models (SOCTA 2013). These differences carry significant implications for the
formulation of countermeasures, and also affect the way these groups can interact with political
institutions. Numerous factors affect changes in the structure and behaviour of criminal groups,
such as: demographic factors (country and nationality); the local structure of both legal and illegal
markets; and regulatory environments (Moro & Sberna 2014; Catino 2014). In the case of Italy, for
instance, we observe significant variation among criminal groups, having different structures in the
7

This is a radical simplification: structural features of organised crime could be better analysed as a continuous variable
ranging from a more hierarchical to a polycentric network (Williams 2001)
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regulation of both internal and external transactions. More institutionalized criminal groups have
traditionally achieved longer continuity, hence they can offer a larger variety of resources to
political actors and develop more reciprocal interdependence with them.
Political uncertainty is a consequence of democratic processes, where the investiture of
power within certain public roles derives from the outcomes of unpredictable electoral competition
and political negotiations. A demand for protection against uncertainty therefore emerges in both
contexts. The degree of institutionalisation and the strength of both political and criminal actors – as
expressed in elementary form by the variables in table 1.2.3 – is associated with their time horizons
and therefore their “bargaining power”, affecting the nature of their relationships. As their time
horizon extends, in fact, their credibility and reliability as guarantors increases, as they become
more trustworthy providers of protection against others’ sources of uncertainty (Gambetta 1993,
33). Especially when long lasting relationships are expected on both sides, political resources –
which require time to be organised and mobilized – can be used in transactions between politicians
and criminal organizations, complementing money and intimidation. What emerges is a symbiotic
relationship of reciprocal protection between political and criminal actors. No specific exchangecommodity is intended to reciprocate the deal, but there rather exists a wider and durable reciprocal
protection agreement. As expressed by the Italian Parliamentary Anti-mafia Commission: “It is
natural for the Cosa Nostra to influence votes. Its influence results not from an ideological choice
but instead from a search for advantage, from exploiting fully its roots in the society and territory”
(CPMF, p. 16). Using their capability to influence the electoral process, criminal actors obtain a
long term access over decision-making involving their political counterparts, as they have also
resources of violence and intimidation to self-enforce the deal. Only criminal organizations with a
relatively centralized internal apparatus, having a sort of “dominance” over territorial spheres of
licit and illicit activities, as agencies for the provision of private security akin to the power
syndicate described by Block (1983), can become reliable partners in these political exchanges. If
political actors are considered strong and potentially durable partners, their political protection
becomes a valuable resource for criminal organizations, which can obtain from them access to
public decision-making and the expectation of impunity. When symbiotic cooperative relationships
prevail, political and criminal actors operate as reciprocal protectors in their respective spheres of
interest and activity. Thus, they ultimately strengthen each other, reducing uncertainty in their
future prospects in political and illegal markets (della Porta and Vannucci 2012).
The scenario changes when there is a higher level of uncertainty about political actors’
stability in charge and authority in decision-making. Different strategies are available for relatively
strong and “stable” criminal actors lacking trustworthy political protectors. First, they may try to
replace missing parties by promoting the creation of new political organizations, or to colonize destructured parties with members of the criminal organization who will be elected or appointed to
public roles. Second, they can continue to operate as guarantors in exchanges where political actors
are involved (votes, public contracts, EU funds, etc.). Finally, criminal actors can limit their
interactions to the buying – with bribes – of specific services from politicians or party
administrators. When criminal organizations are more unstable, competitive and decentralized, they
become less credible in the mobilization of electoral support, which requires enduring commitments
and roots in the local society. As a consequence, they can less effectively safeguard their political
counterparts against uncertainty in the electoral and political processes. Nevertheless, akin to
enterprise syndicates, criminal organization can reinvest a quota of their illicit profits in bribing and
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political financing, in order to obtain specific privileges, administrative and judiciary acts, favours,
as well as a general political protection against risks of prosecution, or a selective prosecution
against competing criminal firms. As long as political actors are expected to be long-lasting and
reliable partners, criminal actors have an incentive to buy from them a wide-ranging political
protection, for instance to reduce the uncertainty – and severity – of legal enforcement, to expand
“life-expectations” of their criminal careers, to obtain competitive advantages against competitors,
to obtain influence over the allocation of contracts, privatized assets, and EU funds. Money flows
here can be quite frequent and intense, and not necessarily bound to a specific favour as in corrupt
deals, since it is reciprocated by politicians with a protective shield against uncertainty in criminal
activities. Politicians guarantee a gatekeeping of criminal organizations for access over a wideranging set of political decisions, which is reciprocated mainly by economic resources.
When both political and criminal actors lack solidity and organizational strength, they
cannot supply each other with durable safeguards. They may coexist with limited interactions; even
so, they enter into occasional advantageous exchanges. In this case, as the time horizon shrinks,
contingent transactions will likely involve limited and well-defined resources. This is a potential
setting for “ordinary” corrupt exchange, i.e. bribery in the simplest form, as a transaction where
bribes are at stake as a quid-pro-quo for precise political favours, rather than as a financial support
for unspecified and general future rewards. Actually, corruption is a sort of natural substratum in
every arena where criminal and political actors interact. To pay politicians, officials and
magistrates, or to corrupt police agents so that they close their eyes to illegal trafficking, is often a
necessary condition for criminals to reduce the risks of those activities and to crush competition:
“Organised crime almost always involves corruption” (Maltz, 1985, 24)8. If bribery is observable in
all the four exemplified models presented in our typology of table 1.2.3, only in this context does it
tend to become the prevailing, if not exclusive, mode of interaction between criminal and political
actors.
Table 1.2.3 Four models of exchange interaction between political actors and organised crime
CRIMINAL ORGANIZATION
Centralized monopolistic
Competitive criminal
organization
networks
(I)
(III)
Strong and enduring
Symbiosis
Gatekeeping
influence over decisionmaking, with autonomous
bases of consent
POLITICAL ACTORS
(II)
Weak and uncertain
Colonization
(IV)
influence over decisionNeutrality
making, with limited
bases of consent
8

Since the costs that public agents can impose on illegal operators are particularly high "corruption has a centrality for
illegal markets that it does not have for legal markets generally" (Reuter, 1983, 123). The profits coming from illicit
activities can be reinvested in corruption, in order to be exempted from the application of the law or to acquire more
rigorous enforcement against their competitor (Benson, 1988, 75). Corruption can then contribute to the creation of a
dominant position in illegal markets. Organised crime demands long-term corrupt relationships with public agents who
have the power to sanction them; these effort “can be undertaken only by a fairly large firm that has reason to expect
that it can enjoy most of the market and get a satisfactory return on the investment” (Schelling, 1984, p. 164). In fact,
“this expectation of mutually profitable contracts between repetitive violators and enforcers (...) explain the
development of organised crime: an organization is engaged more continually in violations than its individual members
are, and can, therefore, make arrangements with judges or police that would not be feasible for these members” (Becker
and Stigler, 1974, p. 4).
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1.2.5 OC and Political Corruption. Comparative analysis across MS and
emerging patterns
A comparative assessment of findings of 29 case-studies provide relevant information on
common features and patterns, as well as on variations in the observed structures of the relationship
between criminal and political actors in the three policy arenas 9. As a caveat, cases were selected
on the basis of public availability of data – which implies some kind of disclosure due to judicial
inquiries and/or media coverage – and relevance, so they cannot be taken as representative of the
hidden universe of unexposed cases, which may include episodes characterized by a stronger and
more effective capability of protection of criminal activities.
As shown in Table 1.2.4, 11 out of 29 cases (approx. one third) can be observed in the arena
of public procurement. Also privatization – 9 cases – is an economic activity highly vulnerable to
organised crime infiltration in the economy, while EU funds are at stake in 2 cases only. However,
most of the cases of public procurement includes projects financed through EU funds. In these
sectors corruption events affected mostly local levels of government and minor public bodies
(Municipalities, Regions, local public enterprises, etc.) when criminal groups and political/public
actors had distinct and autonomous identities, even when working symbiotically (BG-1; BG-2; BG3; BG-8; IT-1; IT-2; IT-3; IT-4; IT-5). National – and even less European – arenas of decisionmaking seem in fact much less easily accessible to criminal organisations. Where OC activities
overlap with lower levels of government, connections and trust relationships among criminal actors,
politicians, bureaucrats, entrepreneurs, and professionals – in Italy conceptualized as the “social
capital” of mafia-like groups (Sciarrone 2009) – become the natural substratum of corruption and
other hidden forms of influence favouring OC infiltration. Only occasionally and rarely do violence
and intimidation also enter into play (IT-2; IT-5).
When a larger amount of resources is allocated through national decision-making processes
or high-level public bodies, there is the tendency for “fusion” between political and criminal actors
(BH-4; BG-7; HU-5; KS-2; KS-4) In other words, an “endogenous” criminal organisation of corrupt
activities is the result of the opportunity for political, bureaucratic and entrepreneurial actors – in
policy arenas where the rents allocated are large enough (della Porta and Vannucci, 2012) – to
manage autonomously their illegal deals, “internalizing” also the governance mechanisms and
enforcement structures which allow them to regulate and protect hidden transactions. “Organised
corruption” could be the definition of similar cases of self-organisation of informal norms and
protection by political actors, able to marginalize or exclude autonomous criminal organisations
from public procurement and other allocations of public rents having relevant value.
Apart from Italy, in other case-studies of vote-buying and undue electoral influence
organised by criminal or political actors there is no overlapping of such activities with forms of
criminal influence in the economic sectors considered. While in Italy episodes of re-investment of
proceeds from corrupt activities (derived also from public procurement ) through electoral influence
are quite common, in the other four countries analysed the capability of criminal organisations to
organize, purchase or address votes towards political counterparts is not associated with their
involvement in procurement or privatization. Only sporadically (HR-2; HU-3) is criminal influence
9

See the full version of the Integrated report for detailed information about in-depth case studies.
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over the electoral process associated with the attempt to obtain – even through corruption – a shield
against judicial inquiries.
In our limited sample of case-studies only Bulgarian and Italian criminal organisations
operating as mafia-like groups, i.e. power-syndicates capable of operating as effective protectionsuppliers in legal and illegal relationships, have shown the capacity to occasionally extend their
range of influence along the initial (IT-5; BG-2) and ultimate (IT-2) phases of the tender procedure.
During the selection and adjudication phases, in fact, corruptive influence – mediated or not by OC
– is relatively easier to exercise on the decision to assign the contract or to allocate the privatized
asset, having a contingent and tangible quid pro quo. Criminal organisation akin to “protection
firms” with a hierarchical structure can provide more effective regulation and enforcement services
also in illegal deals and exchanges involving actors and resources temporally and spatially distant
from decision-making. Formulation of public needs, allocation of public spending, political and
electoral support towards political decision-makers, and public controls over contractual fulfilment
enter into the criminal “protective shield”, allowing partners to trust each other in the resulting
complex web of illegal exchange, necessarily non-simultaneous and multilateral, and therefore
exposed to a stronger risk of defection, fraud, and betrayal.
These networks do not usually resort to physical violence. However, although violence or
the threat of it might not be part of their repertoire of action, the lack of it does not prevent these
networks from buying violent services on the market or enforcing a governance of transactions so
effective as to deter or punish breaching of informal contracts. The elusiveness of transactions and
less visible strategies of influence explain the success of these networks. As a matter of fact, if
conventional means and practices are adequate to guarantee the respect of corrupt exchanges, even
more traditional mafia-like organizations discard or constrain violence in order to keep transactions
secret and less visible. The criminalization of several kinds of informal practices and anticompetitive conduct seems to be less the focus of policy-makers and analysts as opposed to the
threat represented by the infiltration into the political corruption networks of traditional criminal
organizations. In Italy, for instance, the investigations into EXPO 2015 in Milan have revealed that
the leading brokers of the political corruption network gaining the most important public contracts
were aware of the dumping strategy that traditional mafia-like organizations could have carried out,
as they had penetrated into public procurement sectors. Knowing this, they tried to protect their
network from mafia infiltration, because mafiosi were not only competitors within the same public
procurement sector, but, more importantly, they were more visible and cumbersome – being more
likely to attract the attention of law-enforcement agencies. The effectiveness of this gatekeeping
initiative against mafia infiltration has been interpreted by judges as strong evidence of an
organization of corrupt exchanges sophisticated and strong enough to prevent such penetration.
The organization of groups emerges as one of the leading factors shaping their strategies and
their chances of success. The evidence collected shows that whatever their size, longevity,
functional diversification or market share, all groups must face many organizational constraints in
their activities, both internal and external. Therefore if illegality makes organization, in the sense
that some types of illegal activities need an organization and structure to be carried out, at the same
time it is also true that organization makes illegality. In other words, the organizational structure of
groups affects the way they trade on or govern both illicit and legitimate markets. Two important
axes of comparison have been used in this research to disentangle the effect: functionally or
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territorially based organization of business; hierarchical or network structure. Concerning their
structure, criminal groups are organized in various forms ranging between two models. More
cohesive families control better their markets and territories of interest, and thus also better
manipulate voters and offer more services to those politicians who demand mafia protection before
and after elections. The internal organization of crime is only a part of the problem. The capacity of
criminal groups to influence politics and/or their demand for protection from law enforcement is
also the result of the stability of criminal markets. The presence of a plurality of criminal groups in
the same territory more likely leads to conflicts among them if there are not mafia-like “governing
bodies” settling such disputes. If there are, not only will the market show more stability, but, more
importantly, the coordination of groups will facilitate economies of scale, and thus a more effective
control and influence over voters and politicians as well.
Data shows also that economic syndicates’ criminal groups are more likely to be
functionally based, since they seek to operate in single or multiple sectors across territories. This
dimension becomes more relevant in the case of mafia-like groups. The majority of the cases
collected are about groups policing and providing illegal protection to the businesses carried out in
a limited territory, rather than controlling a single economic sector across territories. The higher
coordination, information and enforcement costs for the latter type of functional organization of
illicit business have been widely explained by many authors (Schelling 1984; Gambetta and Reuter
1995; Fiorentini and Peltzman 1997). A more territorially-based organization has a relevant impact
on the way groups engage in political corruption networks. The combined effect of protectionracket activities and their territorial dimension can explain the capacity of mafia-like groups to
achieve organizational stability over time within and amongst groups, higher embeddedness within
legitimate business, and higher opportunities to exploit economies of scale that can also lead to the
provision of electoral services. In fact, political arenas and illegal protection have something in
common. They are not unlike mining, because they are heavily dependent on the local environment.
Voters are territorially-based as much as public spending on infrastructure, transport, and local
public services. Therefore, the lower are the costs in controlling a territory (low criminal
competition and contestability of markets, weak law-enforcement, high and constant demand for
illegal protection), the more likely it is that a criminal group is durable, can institutionalize itself
over time, and can aspire to provide varied forms of protection also in electoral arenas, such as
voter mobilization or candidate selection.
Finally, even if focused on cases of criminal organisations’ interaction with the political
sphere, in the sample of case-studies where public contracts, privatized assets or EU funds are at
stake, resort to violence – to a limited extent – was observed only in two Italian cases (IT-2; IT5).
Opposing a common view of the stereotyped role of criminal organisation, their use of coercion
seems severely restrained when they enter into policy arenas. In those cases, in fact, employing
other resources – money, reputation, intelligence, blackmail power, social connection – to gain
influence or access over such decision-making processes seems a more profitable strategy in
fulfilling their interests. Criminal organisations aiming at the accumulation through corruption of
the huge rents potentially generated by public contracting or by privatization of public assets –
when possible – prefer a peaceful splitting up of the illegal profits made possible by their arbitration
and protection services to violent disputes and imposed sanctions, which would create social alarm
and attract police and judicial attention.
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In different policy arenas, however, a common pattern is detected in the five countries
analysed: an evolution of criminal-political networks, often generating a symbiotic nexus which
profoundly links criminal and political actors. Significant variation can be noted, however. In some
countries (BG; IT), hierarchically structured criminal organisations having the capacity to enforce
legal and illegal exchanges maintain a high degree of autonomy when they interact with equally
self-ruling political and bureaucratic counterparts. Network-like criminal groups can instead be
engendered within specific public structures or instrumentally generated by certain political actors,
high-ranking bureaucrats, and officials (HR). In other countries, networks of public actors are able
to autonomously organize their corrupt practices in public procurement and privatization, as well as
in other domains of public choice, while criminal organisations seem to prefer to constrain their
activities to illegal markets (HU, KS).
Table 1.2.4 Case studies of OC interaction with political actors

Economic and political arenas

Public
procurement

IT3

√
√

√

IT6
BG1
BG2
BG3

√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√

√
√
√

√

√

Criminal
Organisation of
corrupt activities
within the economic
sector

√
√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√

BG5
BG6
BG7

√

√

√
√

BG8

√
√

BG9

√

BG10

√
√

HU1
HU2

√
√
√

HU3
HU4
HU5

√

√

HR1

√
√

HR2
HR3

√

KS1
KS2

√

KS3
KS4
KS5

Corruption used by
OC to buy protection
from inquiries and
specific advantages

√

√

BG4

In-depth cases studies

OC infiltration in
the economic
sector through
corruption

√

IT4
IT5

EU funds
management

Vote-buying
and OC
electoral
influence

√

IT1
IT2

Privatization of
public assets and
services

Criminal organisation of the market

√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
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Table n. 1.2.2

Main public actors
involved

Resources offered by
public actors in the
corrupt network

Main private actors
involved

Resources offered by
private actors in the
corrupt network

Resources offered by
criminal organizations
in the corrupt network

Potential red-flags and
empirical evidence from
29 in-depth case- studies
of the Anticorrp WP9
Integrated report

 Elected politicians and
councils;

 General policy-making
decisions;

 Lobbies;

 Political parties;
Political
representatives;

 Decisions over “rules of
exception, invoking
“emergency, “urgency”,
“national security”
conditions for the
satisfaction of public
needs (allowing to speedup procedure, to
dismantle controls, more
discretional decisionmaking)

 Entrepreneur
associations;

 Regular and irregular
political financing and
campaign
contributions;

 Cartels;

 Bribes;

 Guarantee of the
fulfilment of corrupt
deals in the following
phases of the
procedure (steps 2 and
3);

 Corporations with
political influence

 Political and electoral
support;

 Distortion in the
identification of public
needs (e.g. oversized,
unnecessary and/or
inadequate public works;
over-dimensioned
supplies and public
works) - (IT-5)

Public Procurement
sector

(1)The identification of
public needs

 Expertise and technical
support in corruption
for finalized projects

 Political support
towards political
decision-makers;
 Enforcement of
political exchanges
among decisionmakers and political
actors

 inaccurate policy
requirements;
 overlapping of tenders
having the same object –
(BG-2)

 Cartel’s agreement
enforcement
 Bribes and irregular
political financing and
campaign contributions

(2)The allocation of
financial assets

 Central governments;
local governments

 Decisions on the
allocation of public
financial resources

 Lobbies;
 Entrepreneur
associations;

 Regular and irregular
political financing and
campaign
contributions;

 Guarantee of the
fulfilment of corrupt
deals in future phases
of the procedure;

 Cartels;

 Bribes

 Political support
towards political
decision-makers;

 Corporations with

 Distortion in the
allocation of public
spending towards less
urgent and collectively
needed activities - (IT-5;
BG-2)
 Shortage of resources in
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political influence

 Enforcement of
political exchanges
among decisionmakers and political
actors

public budgets

 Cartel’s agreement
enforcement
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(3)
The design and
publication of the tender

 Technical offices (e.g.
Public e works
departments, project
designers);
 Political actors

 Decision on specific
tender requirements,
eligibility criteria or
contract specifications to
“tailor” them to
corrupting firm’s
characteristics and
products, precluding
competitive bidding;
 Deliberate introduction
of erroneous provisos in
published tender
documents to
disadvantage unwanted
bidders;
 Information on the
opportunity for tender
adjudication
 Information on the
timing of the tender
publication (for instance
during holidays when
competitors cannot
participate,);
 Information on specific
contract requirements;
 Decisions on limited
timeframe for publication
of tender and for the
tendering process
 Inclusion of unclear or
ambiguous clauses,
which can result in the

 External consultants;
 Middlemen;
 Technicians and
professionals;
 Firms;
 Cartels

 Information on
potential corrupt agents
and corruptors’
willingness and
reliability;
 Regular and irregular
political financing and
campaign
contributions;
 Bribes

 Guarantee of the
fulfilment of corrupt
deals in future phases
of the procedure;
 Political support
towards political
decision-makers;
 Cartel’s agreement
enforcement

 Poor-quality projects;
over-complexity of
contractual provisos;
 Slowing down and
inefficiency of public
procedures;
 Sub-division of contracts
to maintain them below
the threshold of unwanted
procedural regime (open
competition) – (HU-5)
 Increase of firms’ legal
disputes against the state
 Lack of transparency, i.e.
no publication on official
bulletins and journals of
the call for tenders;
secrecy of the tender –
(HU-2)
 Restriction of market
competition through the
introduction of specific
contract specifications or
eligibility criteria
announcement (e.g.
technical or economic
requirements) – (BG-3,
HU-2, IT-5)
 Restriction of market
competition through the
adoption of closed
procedures;
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exclusion of a large
number of bidders and
discretionary assignation
of the contract;
 Decision to allocate a
non-competitive, no-bid
procurement contract;

 Awarding criteria having
qualitative, non-price
elements;
 Shortening of submission
deadlines
 Modification of the call
for tenders

 Politicians’ decisions
over bureaucratic
appointments and careers
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(4)
Identification and
qualification of the
participants

 Technical offices (e.g.
Public administration
departments);
 Political actors

 Decision to exclude
firms from invitation;
 Decision of selective
inclusion of firms;

 Firms;
 Cartels;
 Middlemen

 Regular and irregular
political financing and
campaign
contributions;
 Bribes

 Decision to invite
fictitious bidders or those
who are unlikely to
submit competitive bids;

 Information on
potential corrupt agents
and corruptors’
willingness and
reliability;

 Information on invited
firm to be included in a
collusive agreement or
deterred from
participating in the
tender

 Internal protection and
enforcement of
collusive agreements
among firms, i.e.
deterrence of cheaters;
 External protection and
enforcement of
collusive agreements,
i.e. deterrence of
outsider firms’
participation;
 Protection of
bureaucrats’ careers;
 Bribes

 Political actors’ decisions
over bureaucratic
appointments and careers

(5)
Selecting the winning
business of the tender

 Contract award
committee

 Discretional choice of
the winning firm;

 Bureaucratic and/or
political decisionmakers

 Information on
qualitative and
quantitative parameters
used in the evaluation to

 Judges

 Adverse selection of
inefficient firms;
 Slowing down and
inefficiency of public
procedures
 Increase of firms’ legal
disputes against the state
 Increase of firms’ legal
disputes against other
firms (IT-5);
 Violent threats,
intimidation, attacks
against competing
businesses – (IT-2; IT-5)
 Restriction of market
competition through the
tailoring of eligibility
criteria in order to
exclude unwanted bidders
– (HU-2, IT-2, IT-3; IT5)

 Firms;

 Bribes

 Cartels;

 Information on
potential corrupt agents
and corruptors’
willingness and
reliability

 Middlemen

 Guarantee for
adjudication of the
tender and payment of
the bribes among
participants to the
corrupt exchange;
 Protection and

 Price increase/lowering of
quality – (IT-5;BG-2;
KS-2)
 Restriction of market
competition through
direct or discretionary
assignation of the contract
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rank offers;
 Political actors’ decisions
over bureaucratic
appointments and careers
 Information on and
guarantee of hidden
opportunities to expand
the contract at a later
stage, allowing the
corruptor to win the
tender with the lowest
bid
 Decision to strategically
annul and restart the
procedure, in order to use
“emergency” procedures
and avoiding the
adjudication to unwanted
firms
 Judicial decision to annul
the tender and start a new
adjudication procedure

 Hiring of “clients” and
relatives

enforcement of
collusive deals among
firms (e.g.: deterrence
against competitors);
 Political support
towards political
decision-makers;
 Protection from
“undue” or unexpected
requests for additional
bribes
 Bribes

– (BG-3; HR-3; IT-2;
IT-3)
 Adverse selection of
inefficient firms (IT-5);
 Assignment of tenders to
a de facto monopolistic
private business – (BG-1;
BG-2)
 Increase of firms’ legal
disputes concerning the
assignment of the contract
– (BG-7)
 Lack of any contract
assignment notice - (HU2)
 Unusual and
unexplainable variation in
the price offered by the
same business in
reiterated tenders – (HU2)
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(6)
Contract execution and
payment

 Political decisionmakers;
 High-level bureaucrats

 Decision to integrate
with add-ons, to modify
(also thanks to available
reserves for
“unforeseeable” events)
or to extend the contract
to the advantage of the
already selected private
contractor;

 Firms;

 Bribes

 Middlemen

 Information on
potential corrupt agents
and corruptors’
willingness and
reliability
 Hiring of “clients” and
relatives

 Decision to extend
deadlines in the contract
execution;
 Information and
guarantees on future
contract changes or
deadline extensions;
 Guarantee of fund
allocations and regular
payments within due
terms;

 Guarantees that
promises to extend,
modify or integrate the
contract will be
fulfilled;
 Protection and
enforcement of deals
among firms
concerning subcontracting, supply of
raw materials (e.g.
concrete) and
agreements for the
purchase of services
and goods;

 Artificial sub-division of
contracts in order to
remain below certain
thresholds which allow
less visibility and more
discretion in decisionmaking – (IT – 5)
 Annulment of a tender
and new assignment –
(BG-7)
 Poor quality of projects,
supplies and contract
specifications requiring
later amendment

 Racketeering and
“security” services in
the execution of the
contract;

 Integration and
modification of contracts
– (HU-2)

 Protection from legal
disputes;

 Bad contractual
performance or violation
of contractual proviso
(e.g. through rendering of
fictitious work, missing
of deadlines, inflating the

 Intentional speed-up or,
vice versa, deliberate
delay of the payment of
contractors;
 Political actors’ decisions
over bureaucratic
appointments/careers

(7)
Controls and evaluation
on execution

 Technical offices (e.g.
Public works
departments);
 Inspectors;

 Abstention from control
or sanctioning in case of
defection from
contractual provisos and
over-invoicing;

 Firms;

 Bribes

 Middlemen;

 Information on
potential corrupt agents
and corruptors’
willingness and

 Professionals (lawyers,
accountants,

 Protection from
problems in quality
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 Political decisionmakers

 Information on the
scheduling and content
of checks;
 Protection from legal
disputes for nonfulfilment of the
contract;
 Political actors’ decisions
over appointments
careers

businessmen)

reliability
 Hiring of “clients” and
relatives

checks and controls
 Bribes

work volume, changing
orders, using lowerquality materials) – (HU2)
 Abstention from control
or sanctioning in case of
contractual non-fulfilment
(IT-2; IT-5)
 Court rulings against the
contracting public
authorities
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1.3 European Union’s Legal Framework

1.3.1 Organised crime
The EU attempts for an harmonization of MS legislation on organised crime has not yet
achieved significant results as compared to other areas of EU intervention. Substantial differences
across MS still exist, and they jeopardise an effective approximation of national legislation,
reducing the domestic and international cooperation added-value of EU initiatives. The common
framework has been described both as ‘overly broad’ and ‘under-inclusive’ because it includes
valid elements while not specifying others such as violence and corruption, which are seen as
important features of organised criminal groups’ activities by some authors. Here, an overview of
EU initiatives on this field.
EU Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime – 1997
The 1997 EU Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime4 requested the Council of the European
Union, in its recommendation n. 17, to: “rapidly adopt a joint action aiming at making it an offence
under the laws of each Member State for a person, present in its territory, to participate in a criminal
organization, irrespective of the location in the Union where the organization is concentrated or is
carrying out its criminal activity [...].” Aware of the different legal traditions, the same
recommendation added that it would have been regarded as acceptable ‘for a limited period of time,
that not all MS will be able to sign up immediately to the agreed definition’.
Joint Action – 1998
The Joint Act adopted on on 21 December 1998 aimed at harmonising MS legislations in the
attempt to criminalise the participation in a criminal organisation. The Joint Action provided a
common definition of ’criminal organisation’: “[Any] structured association, established over a
period of time, of more than two persons, acting in concert with a view to committing offences
which are punishable by deprivation of liberty or a detention order of a maximum of at least four
years or a more serious penalty, whether such offences are an end in themselves or a means of
obtaining material benefits and, where appropriate, of improperly influencing the operation of
public authorities. (Article 1, Joint Action)”. The Joint Action invited MS to envisage criminal
penalties to punish various forms of offences in relation to participation in a criminal organisation
(Article 2), committed either by individuals or legal persons. The intention of the Joint Action was
to provide a fairly low threshold to meet the definition of a criminal organisation, so as to empower
cross-border cooperation without undue burdens.
The 2000 Council and Commission Action Plans on the Common Area of Freedom,
Security and Justice of the EU (Tampere Programme)
The conclusions of the special European Council of Tampere in 2000 identify the making of the EU
into an area of freedom, security and justice as a top priority. The intention is to "place and maintain
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this objective at the very top of the political agenda" (see Introduction) . A “Union wide fight
against crime” is among the four main themes covered by the Plan. The plan defines new strategies
to make EU MS co-operate on the fight against trans-border organised crime groups in Europe. The
Plan calls for integrating crime prevention into criminal law and special actions against money
laundering. Increased co-operation against crime includes the setting up of: (a) joint investigative
teams in cross-border cases, especially to combat trafficking in drugs and human beings, and
terrorism; (b) an European police chiefs' operational task force; (c) Eurojust, a multinational
European team of national prosecutors, magistrates or police officers to improve judicial
cooperation in cross-border cases; (d) the creation of a European police college; (e) a multiannual
European strategy against drugs to be adopted for 2000-2004, for mutual assistance between
member states in the investigation and prosecution of serious economic crime, for concrete steps to
be taken to trace, freeze, seize and confiscate the proceeds of crime and for the competence of
Europol to be extended to combating money laundering.
The 2005 Council and Commission Action Plans on the Common Area of Freedom,
Security and Justice of the EU (The Hague Programme)
The Hague Programme for EU justice and home affairs (2005-2009) recognizes as essential the
development of a “strategic concept” on tackling organised crime. The communication adopted by
the Commission focused on four aspects. First, the collection of information by setting up a
European crime statistics system. Secondly, as regard intelligence, the establishment of a European
Criminal Intelligence Model (ECIM) to enable assessment of threats, using Europol. Thirdly as
regards prevention, the simultaneous deployment of administrative approaches with police
cooperation and the use assessment of crime-proofing of legislation, in addition to promotion of
integrity and anti-corruption measures, with private sector cooperation. Fourthly, as regards judicial
and police cooperation, the mutual recognition to facilitate obtaining and admitting evidence, and
the enhancement of legal frameworks to freeze and confiscate criminal proceeds.
Council Framework Decision – 2008
The Council Framework Decision (2008/841/JHA) was subsequently introduced, in the attempt
again to achieving necessary minimum approximation of national legislation. However, as widely
recognized, this FD failed to achieve the objective to provide higher standards in the EU regarding
offences linked to a criminal organization, by letting MS an option whether to either criminalise
participation in a criminal organisation or conspiracy in organised crime (i.e., ‘agreement with one
or more persons that an activity should be pursued’). Therefore, MS were enabled to continue to
apply existing national criminal law by having recourse to general rules on participation in and
preparation of specific offences, without being required to introduce the concept of criminal
organisation in their national frameworks. As stated in many sources, this FD did not achieve the
minimum degree of approximation of acts of directing or participating in a criminal organization,
still leaving space for improvement in terms of its legal certainty, its scope and the level of
harmonisation. Moreover, the 2011 report prepared for the European Parliament noted that the same
FD may lead to over-criminalisation, as ‘the elements of a criminal organisation are defined very
broadly and with flexible, ambiguous criteria’.
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The 2010 Council and Commission Action Plans on the Common Area of Freedom,
Security and Justice of the EU (Stockholm Programme)
The Stockholm Programme and its subsequent Action Plan for 2010-2015, concentrates on
organised crime under Section 5 “Ensuring the Security of Europe”. This section outlines the
Lisbon Treaty as the main framework tools and recommend to use these tools to assess the EU’s
past approach and develop lessons learnt. The Action Plan also claims that the institutional set-up
will enable stronger interlinking to implement counter-terrorism, as well as more effective
prosecution and conviction for trafficking in human beings, child pornography, cyber crime,
financial crime counterfeiting and drugs trafficking. Positive advances have come from the
Stockholm Plan, including the developments of sharing and coordination through the Prüm process,
SIS, ECRIS and Joint Investigation Teams (JITs). It is in these areas that the work of the Council
and its Member States and the European Commission overlaps.
The EU Internal Security Strategy in Action: Five Steps towards a More Secure Europe
The Internal Security Strategy, adopted in early 2010, set out the challenges, principles and
guidelines for how to deal with organised crime and terrorism within the EU and called on the
Commission to propose actions for implementing the strategy. The goal of the plan it to overcome
the obstacles posed by divergent national approaches, where necessary through legislation on
judicial cooperation to strengthen mutual recognition and common definitions of criminal offences
and minimum levels of criminal sanctions. Three actions are defined in the report: (a) Identify and
dismantle criminal networks; (b) Protect the economy against criminal infiltration, through the EU
promotion and practical support for policies to engage governmental and regulatory bodies
responsible for granting licences, authorisations, procurement contracts or subsidies that should be
developed (the 'administrative approach') to protect the economy against infiltration by criminal
networks; (c) Confiscate criminal assets, though a common policy to seize, freeze, manage and
confiscate criminal assets, and ensure that they do not return to criminal hands. In particular, the
report states that the Commission has to strengthen the EU legal framework on confiscation,
especially to allow more third-party confiscation and extended confiscation and to facilitate mutual
recognition of non-conviction-based confiscation orders between Member States. Member States
must also establish Asset Recovery Offices equipped with the necessary resources, powers and
training, and the ability to exchange information.
Decision of the Council of the EU on setting up the Standing Committee on operational
cooperation on internal security 10
The monitoring and coordination of the EU action takes place primarily in the Council’s
Standing Committee on Operational Cooperation on Internal Security (COSI). COSI was set up in
February 2010 in order to facilitate operational cooperation and coordination in areas covered by
police and customs cooperation, by authorities responsible for the control and protection of borders
as well as judicial cooperation in criminal matters when relevant for operational cooperation. COSI
10

See 2010/131/EU, OJ L, 52/50
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is additionally responsible for helping to ensure consistency in the activities of Europol, Eurojust,
and Frontex and “other relevant bodies” which may participate as observers in Committee
meetings. COSI prepares, on the basis of Europol’s threat assessments, the political decisionmaking and conclusions concerning the priorities of the policy cycle for adoption by the JHA
Council; it supervises the drafting of the annual Operational Action Plans (OAPs) and receives the
annual evaluations of the policy cycle. In addition, Home Affairs agencies have begun reporting
systematically to COSI concerning their operational activities. COSI thus functions as the main
clearinghouse for policy development, decision-making, policy implementation and evaluation,
with EU Home Affairs agencies as the critical feeders of knowledge, evidence and expertise into
this policy cycle.
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1.4 OC into Public Procurement
1.4.1 Detection: Red-flags Approach and E-procurement
The implementation and transposition at the EU level of any strategy to prevent and fight
against the infiltration of organised crime into public procurement would first need a common
framework of detection and analysis of organised crime-related activities. This framework should
include not only the setting of common standards in data collection and gathering for crime and
judicial statistics related to organised crime, but also through the definition of red-flag indicators
that might be associated with the presence of criminal groups. In both cases, some requirements
must be met by the MS in order to collect data and information suitable for valid and reliable
analysis. Information needs (1) to derive from objective data, that give insights about behavior and
the environmental conditions in which these behaviours are carried out, and (2) to be at the microlevel, focusing on individual transactions or relying upon territorially disaggregated data. These
conditions would allow for consistent temporal comparisons within and across countries and for
defining a set of indicators that might be correlated with the emergence and/or development of
organised crime activities.
Crime and criminal justice statistics

As far as crime and criminal justice statistics are concerned, these data are indispensable for
developing evidence-based policy at the EU level. Though the recent efforts made by the European
Commission in championing a harmonisation of MS methodologies in data collection, there still is a
lack of reliable and comparable statistical information. Important objectives have been achieved in
the field of human trafficking and drugs offences, but recording and reporting procedures for many
other crime-related events still differ significantly among MS.
In particular, new efforts should be made in the collection of crime and criminal justice
statistics related to participation offences in criminal organisations or conspiracy offences related to
serious crimes, both in terms of police arrests and judicial activities (prosecution/trial). A systematic
evaluation of EU MS legal framework against organised crime, based on objective data suitable for
a critical assessment of the frameworks in practice, is still lacking. The collection of data on
organised crime activities is, in fact, a necessary condition for the development of territorial indexes
of organised crime presence, being themselves a first measure of the risk of organised crime’s
infiltration into public procurement.
Moreover, the EU should champion the systemic collection of data regarding seizure and
confiscation orders against criminal assets related to organised crime activities, money-laundering
and corruption. An EU common framework should set some requirements for national governments
to centralise the collection of information at least for those decisions related to the above mentioned
crimes, in order to promote a European comparison of the collected evidence. Similar information
are crucial for the creation and development of indicators measuring the vulnerability of each
economic activity and sector to these illegal activities, and then to assess the impact of such
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vulnerabilities to the public procurement sector. This new set of economic-sector based indicators
should be used in combination with indicators of organised crime presence at the territorial level.
A third type of statistic, which is still lacking, is that regarding corruption-related crimes.
Though the different definitions and the weak harmonisation between EU MS also complicates this
field, a systematic collection of these data is needed for an objective-based evaluation of the
effectiveness of MS anticorruption frameworks, and of the institutions responsible for its
implementation. In particular, only information on the inputs and outputs of the criminal justice
system in relation to corruption offences can provide valid insight on the enablers and critical
obstacles in the system. Moreover, as far as public procurement is concerned, statistics on
corruption crimes can reveal what types of public procurement sectors are more vulnerable to
corruption exchanges or, more precisely, what sectors see the most effective action of criminal
justice.
New corruption-risks indicators: a new measurement strategy for public procurement-based
indicators
Though important results can be achieved through a real harmonisation in the collection of
crime and criminal justice statistics, the invisible and subtle nature of these criminal phenomena
would still pose serious methodological problems in the measurement of the phenomenon among
EU MS, but even within MS in some cases. Because of this, a second detection strategy must be
carried out, based on the second generation of corruption-risk indicators. In fact, various red-flag
indicators have recently received growing academic and policy attention (Fazekas & Al. 2013i;
2013ii), at least partially due to their objective nature as opposed to first-generation indicators of
corruption, which are mostly based on subjective measures or survey-based collection techniques.
The approach makes use of micro-level data on individual public procurement procedures allowing
for directly modelling corrupt actors’ rent extraction activities.
Most of these new indicators are based on the assumption that the degree of competition
restriction, the recurrent contract awards to the same company, and the typical techniques used to
manipulate fair competition as prescribed by procurement laws to avoid preferential treatment, are
valuable proxies to be treated for detecting political corruption in a consistent way over time within
countries, across tendering institutions and companies. Fazekas, et. al. (2013) have extensively
developed a set of corruption risk indicators based on this measurement logic. Indicators are defined
according to the phase of the procurement, including indicators on: single bidder contract, call for
tenders not published officially, open tender procedure, call for tender modification, length
submission period of the tender, overall winner contract share, total awarded contract value (by
issuer), etc.
Some international organisations have understood the promising results that the use of these
new corruption-risks indicators can bring, and, for instance, the same European Commission has
started to regularly monitor corruption in their member countries. Six “red-flag” indicators of
potential anomalies, distortions, and inefficiencies are taken into consideration in the EU single
market scoreboard on public procurement: 1. the proportion of contract awards with just one bidder;
2. the proportion of procurement procedures which were negotiated with a selected company
without being preceded by a call for tender; 3. the proportion of procedures with more than one
public buyer (which often leads to better prices and offers an opportunity to exchange know-how);
4. the proportion of procedures which were awarded only on the basis of lowest price; 5. the mean
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decision period, i.e. the time between the deadline for receipt of offers (or requests to participate)
and the awarding of the contract; 6. the proportion of contract awards containing no information
about the value of the contracts awarded. 11
There is no complete overlapping between all these “red-flags” in public procurement and
corruption indicators, of course, but a significant correlation can be clearly observed: all four
Scandinavian countries scoring the best ranking in the Transparency International’s Corruption
perception (DK, FI, SE, NO) have an above average overall performance in public procurement
effectiveness; on the contrary, the four with the lowest ranking in the Transparency International’s
Corruption perception index have a below average (BG, IT, RO) or average (EL) score in public
procurement’s performance. The procurement’s effectiveness is below average in all the three
countries (BG, IT and CZ) which are quoted by the EU corruption reports for the influential
presence of criminal organisation (see figures 1.4.1 and 1.4.2).
More specifically, all six indicators of effectiveness, transparency, competitiveness in public
procurement above considered in 2014 are statistically correlated, at national level, with the
Transparency International Corruption perception index in EU countries 2015 (plus Norway and
Iceland).12 All correlations, moreover, are significant at the 0,01 level. This can be considered a
significant validation of the potential for a “red-flags” approach to the analysis of corruption and
criminal organisations’ penetration risks in public tenders.
Figure 1.4.1 EU countries’ public procurement performance per indicator (source European
Commission 2016)

Fig. 1.4.2: EU countries’ public procurement overall performance (all six indicators combined)
(source European Commission 2016)

11

See European Commission Single Market Scoreboard on public procurement, in http://ec.europa.eu/growth/singlemarket/public-procurement/index_en.htm [accessed March 2016].
12
See http://www.transparency.org/cpi2015 [accessed March 2016].
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Table 1.4.1 Matrix of correlations between CPI 2015 and European Commission (2016) Single
Market Scoreboard indicators on public procurement

Figure 1.4.3 shows the correlation in EU countries between a higher perception of corruption and a
higher proportion of tenders with only one bidder. This indicator reflects several aspects of
procurement relevant for the integrity of the process, among them the degree of competition and red
tape. More bidders give the public buyers more options, and thus lead to better value for money,
therefore reducing the rents that can be converted in hidden influence and bribes.
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Figure 1.4.4 shows the correlation between the perception of corruption in EU countries and the
proportion of public tenders with no call for bids. Also this indicator reveals significant aspects of
transparency and competition in procurement. Calling for bids makes the bidder selection process
more accountable, open to public scrutiny, and therefore tends to raise number of bids. In turn, this
process reduced the average price paid by public authorities for works, supplies and services, and
correspondingly reduces the potential rents which can be uses to bribe and distort the decisionmaking process.

Figure 1.4.5 shows the correlation between the higher perception of corruption in EU countries and
the lower proportion of tenders where an aggregation of several public buyers has been observed.
This indicator shows the frequency of public buyers buying together, which generally leads to better
prices and reciprocal control – reducing opportunities for corruption – and also offers an
opportunity to exchange know-how. Not every type of public purchase can take advantage of the
aggregation of buyers, but very low aggregation levels mean that this opportunity is being missed.
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Figure 1.4.6 shows the correlation between the higher perception of corruption in EU countries and
the higher proportion of tenders that have been awarded only on the basis of the lowest price
criterion. The indicator illustrates the mechanism used by public buyers to select companies to
whom they award contracts: specifically, whether they decide only on the basis of price, or take into
account also quality criteria. The proper choice of criteria depends on what is being bought, but
exclusive reliance on price means that better criteria with a comparative evaluation of several
criteria has not been adopted, therefore missing opportunities for better purchases – and
consequently increases also opportunities for corruption and criminal organisation infiltration in the
procurement procedure.

Figure 1.4.7 shows the correlation between the higher perception of corruption in EU countries and
the higher mean decision period, i.e. the time between the deadline for receipt of offers (or requests
to participate) and the awarding of the contract. To ensure comparability, only notices under the
open procedure are considered. This indicator highlights the speed of the public buyers’ decision
making, i.e. red tape. Slow procedures increase uncertainty and costs for both public buyers and
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competing companies, increasing opportunities for both under-the-table influence and criminal
organisations’ pressure over the adjudication commission.

Finally, figure 1.4.8 shows the correlation between the higher perception of corruption in EU
countries and the lowest proportion of contract awards containing information about the value of
the contracts awarded, which is representative of contents of notices as a whole. Here there are two
separate clusters of countries with a combination of low transparency/high corruption on the one
side, high transparency/low corruption on the other (Finland is the only outliner). This indicator in
fact reveals the quality of information provided by public buyers: a higher information reporting
quality means that companies can make better bidding decisions. Moreover, thanks to transparency,
citizens can know how public money is spent, increasing accountability of decision-making and
effectively constraining the potentially corruptive influence of both entrepreneurs and criminal
actors.

The use of corruption-risks indicators to detect organised crime infiltration: a pilot study on Italy
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Corruption-risks indicators are able to capture not only institutionalised forms of grand
corruption, but also those cases in which organised crime plays a crucial role. In an environment
where public tender adjudication follows the rules of corrupt and collusive agreements enforced by
mafia-like organisations, some anomalies will also emerge. An abundance of research has shown
that organised crime affects market competition, by reinforcing the negative effects of ordinary
corruption. The presence of mafia incentivise these transactions, by reducing the three main
transaction costs in enacting corruption (e.g. searching/bargaining/enforcement costs), by sheltering
all corruption actors from the uncertainty and unpredictability which can make their role unstable
(Sberna 2014). Therefore, based on these transaction costs, three sets of hypotheses can be
formulated in the attempt to capture the impact of mafias’ governance upon corruption in the public
procurement sector. Regarding searching costs, i.e. searching partners for corrupt transactions,
mafias might facilitate cartels’ formation, on one side, and, on the other side, they can establish
valuable connections with those politicians and public officials willing to be part of the corrupt
network. In this case, we would expect more “single-bidder” cases in public tendering, than in clean
environments. Regarding bargaining costs, i.e the costs in setting the exchange conditions of
corrupt transactions, mafias would facilitate the achievement of an agreement over the amount and
the type of resources (material or immaterial ones, such as the amount of bribes, the value of
contracts, tendering procedures and timing, etc.) to be exchanged by the different corruption actors.
In this case, we would expect, for instance, the misuse of those public tendering procedures that de
facto reduce competition and permit an anticipated control on the final outputs of the tender.
Therefore, closed tendering procedures will more likely be preferred to open ones. Mafias would
facilitate these dynamics, by fostering cooperation of corrupt political and bureaucratic agents
aimed at adjudicating contracts to corrupting firms and cartels, deliberately excluding those who are
untrustworthy or not willing to pay. Thanks to the governance services offered by the mafias,
corrupt transactions become more profitable and less risky, since contractual conditions and rentsharing criteria – usually computed as a percentage of the value of the contract, divided among
various participants in fixed quotas – tend to be more “institutionalised”. Therefore, a similar rule
creates a convergent incentive for all the different corruption partners to maximise the value of the
contract, in order to get a bigger share as a bribe. Predictably then, a larger spread between the
original estimation and the contract value at award can be taken as a signal that potentially an
informally regulated and enforced corrupt exchange has taken place “under the table”.
Concerning enforcement costs, the presence of mafia-like organisations allows corrupt deals
to remain less exposed to disloyalty and defection, because they make these illegal transactions
enforceable. In other words, neither cheating nor exit are available options for corrupt partners.
Therefore, under the governance of mafias we would expect an increase in those resources and
activities typically used for enforcement services, such as intimidation attacks and homicides. In
addition to it, the best enforcement system is the one that prevents rather than punishes defection,
thus we would expect a lower reporting of those crimes (extortion and corruption) by which they
are usually affected.
In order to test these indicators as affected by the presence of organised crime, an analysis
based on Italian data has been carried out. Different data sources were used to assemble a dataset
for the purposes of the present analysis. Detailed information on each open tendered public contract
has been taken from a national dataset managed by the ANAC (National Anti-Corruption Agency),
containing information about all the contracts with a reserve price higher than 150,000 euros. The
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dataset provides information on the auction ID, number of bidders, bidders′ names, bids, contract
awarding procedure, the reserve price of the contract, the categories of work involved in the
contract, and the final price paid by the contracting authority and the timing for the completion of
the project. To empirically evaluate the effect of mafias on corruption in public procurement, a
dataset was created by including yearly observations for more than 1,500 Italian municipalities over
the period 2008–2014. At this stage of the research, the study restricts the set of municipalities
included to those that experienced in this period an intense and active mafia infiltration. To measure
active mafia infiltration in the political process, the analysis relies on a unique emergency measure
imposed by the Italian national government in 1991. Following a period of intense mafia-related
killings, the Italian government enacted a law aimed at preventing or breaking ties between
organised crime and (local) politicians (law no. 164/1991). The law states that the national
government can impose the dissolution of any local government whenever direct or indirect links
emerge between local elected politicians and criminal organisations, or when there are undue
pressures which influence or compromise the normal functioning of the local administration. Any
proposal to dissolve a local government derives from the local Prefects within the Ministry of the
Interior, and must be approved by the President of the Republic and the government cabinet. After
formal approval, three commissioners are assigned to manage the local government during the next
12–24 months. At the end of this period, elections are organised to select a new local government.
The inauguration of this new government brings about the discharge of the commissioners. Since
the introduction of the law, it has been invoked well over 250 times. As can be seen in Figure 2, the
number of dissolutions shows substantial variation over time even though there is some clustering
when the measure first became available. Note also that the law was invoked also in municipalities
outside the four Southern Italian regions. Municipalities seeing their government dissolved are
those where the mafia is actively politically involved and law enforcement against such infiltration
visibly strengthens. Hence, the study also relies on official information regarding local
governments’ temporary dissolutions to set up a direct test of whether there is an increase in market
competition in public procurement sector. It is important to observe, however, that the application
of the law is likely to be imperfect. To be sure, some local governments with mafia infiltration may
not be detected and dissolved, but in the next steps of the research this issue can be easily
addressed.
At this stage, the logic of the analysis is to identify the patterns of red flags associated with
mafia takeover and municipal dissolution. Each graph represents the annual average value of all
municipalities dissolved due to mafia infiltration before and after dissolution. The horizontal dashed
line marks the year in which municipalities have been dissolved. It is expected that valid red flags
of mafia infiltration increase before dissolution and drastically drop right after dissolution (the exact
timing of this drop can be up to 6-12 months after dissolution as running contracts are hard to
interrupt).
Figure 1.4.10 depicts the average ratio of single bidder contracts awarded versus contracts
which were awarded when more than one bid was submitted. Higher values indicate higher mafia
infiltration risks. From 5 years before dissolution, we see a distinct increase in single bidding from
around 10% to 30-40%. This then drops to roughly normal after dissolution (10-15%) with long
lasting effect. These are exactly the patterns we expect from single bidding which has been shown
to be associated with institutionalised corruption across Europe, a phenomenon close to mafia
infiltration.
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Fig. 1.4.9 Municipalities dissolved due to mafia-like infiltration from 1991 to 2014 (Source:

Minister of Interior)

Figure 1.4.11 depicts the ratio of contracts awarded in non-open procedures such as
accelerated and negotiated procedures. Higher values indicate higher mafia infiltration risks) From
5 years before dissolution, we see a distinct increase in non-one procedure types, from around 1015% to 23-29%, then dropping to 12-17% again. The effect seems to be short lived. This is in line
with our expectations of a valid red flag.
Figure 1.4.12 depicts the average value of relative prices (contract value at award/originally
estimated contract value). Higher values indicate higher mafia infiltration risks). From 5 years
before dissolution, we see a distinct increase in relative prices, from around 0.77 to 0.84-0.85, then
dropping to 0.77-0.78, with effect being relatively short term. This is in line with our expectations
of a valid red flag.
Figure 1.4.13 tracks cost overruns, that is, final contract value at completion/contracted
value at contract award. We see no clear pattern from before to after dissolution suggesting this is
not a valid indicator of mafia infiltration. Theoretically it is possible that it is easier for a captor
mafia to fix tenders at the bidding and award stages (as captured by the other 3 indicators), rather
than enter into contract renegotiations after contract award.
This descriptive evidence suggests that all markers of market competition in the public
procurement are lower in the period preceding the dissolution of the local government. The use of
control groups would also permit a comparison with what it would have been in the absence of
mafia infiltration. However, these early results seem to corroborate the idea that tighter law
enforcement removing (or, at least, reducing) mafia infiltration from local politics improves market
competition and subsequently corruption exchanges. The impact of mafias seems to become
negative in the years prior to the government’s dissolution. This pattern seem to confirm the
intuitive notion that the strongest effects of mafias should appear just before the government’s
dissolution, since this is the time when we can be most certain that there is active involvement of
organised crime in local politics.
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However, further analyses of the data are needed, starting with the identification of control
groups and a placebo test, such as the use of municipalities dissolved due to reasons unrelated to
mafia infiltration (e.g. resignation of the mayor, resignation of more than 50% of council members
etc.). In fact, such dissolutions are fairly common. More than 400 occurrences are recorded during
our time period. If our results are due to the dissolution of a local government as such, rather than
mafia infiltration, one would expect to see an upward shock in market competition after any type of
government dissolution.

Figure 1.4.10 The effect on the number of bidders

Figure 1.4.11 The effect on tendering procedures
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Figure 1.4.12 The effect on average value of relative prices

Figure 1.4.13 The effect on cost-overrun of the project

Detection: Recommendations

The implementation of the “exclusion grounds” framework adopted through the Directive 2014/24
required the adoption of a series of instruments to achieve an effective detection of those cases
covered by the Directive. In particular, we refer to administrative measures that as opposed to
conviction-based decisions have direct implementation and efficacy, and are more suitable to a
prompt screening and/or monitoring of businesses for the criminal past of natural persons involved
in them. These measures can include the empowerment of extensive data collection on criminal
records and screening instruments suitable for tracking criminal antecedents of companies, and
more broadly the empowerment of a reputational-based approach that collects and stocks
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information about each bidding company with the public administration. The development of a set
of indicators in the performance in public procurement are not only suitable for evaluating
corruption and organised crime red-flags on the side of tendering authorities, but also on the side of
the winning and competing bidders.
Detection measures should be instrumental to the design and implementation of administrative
measures aiming at preventing the entering into the public procurement process of blacklisted
companies.
-The development of a screening and monitoring system of the criminal records of elected officials,
candidates and public procurement officials both at the national and EU levels. The EU Parliament
should fund the development of an IT service that provides simplified and unified access to criminal
convictions of candidates before EU elections and MEP in office, based on the common ECRIS
system already designed to enhance judicial cooperation among EU MS. At national level, MS
should develop a similar criminal records collection system.
-To increase the level of transparency on legal entities and knowledge about business ownership
and control structures of companies. In order to achieve this goal, the EU must support and further
develop existing projects (such as IEBOCS) aimed at providing simplified and unified access to
Business Registers data on business ownership and control structures for financial analysis and
investigation purposes by national Counter Crime Agencies (CCAs) involved in the fight against
financial/economic and organised crime.
-A further development of the above-mentioned recommendation shall be the integration between
existing EU computerized systems allowing faster and easier transmission of information about
companies (under the European Business Register system - EBR) ) and about criminal convictions
(the European Criminal Records Information System - ECRIS). OLAF, as an EU antifraud agency,
should have granted access to this IT integrated system of information to develop red-flags of
organised corruption and fraud.
-Design and implementation of the COC Plan (Anti-Corruption and Antiorganised crime plan).
Based on a risk-assessment evaluation, contracting authorities have to deliver a report in which the
administration must assess (a) the risks of corruption and organised-crime crimes as resulting from
the local conditions of the territories (evidence of the presence of criminal groups, bad performance
in history of public); (b) the risks of corruption conducts in the different phases of the tendering; (c)
risks in economic crimes related to the activities tendered through the bid; (d) risks of organised
crime infiltration.
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1.4.2 Prevention: Barriers against OC. Blacklisting system and exclusion grounds
in public procurement
Harmonisation of public procurement procedures in the EU countries has been implemented
through a common regulative framework: three new directives in 2014 have supplemented the
traditional goals of transparency, fair competition, and non-discrimination with a general
simplification of the regime, aiming to increase its overall adaptability and efficiency. 13 The three
directives are:
(1) Directive on public procurement (2014/24/EC);
(2) Directive on procurement by entities operating in the water, energy, transport and postal
services sectors (2014/25/EC);
(3) Directive on the award of concession contracts (2014/23/CE).
The risk for corruption and criminal organisation’s undue influence over the public
procurement’s decision-making process is taken into consideration as well, an issue that was first
introduced by the European Commission Green paper on the modernisation of EU public
procurement policy.14 Unsound business practices labelled as conflict of interests, favouritism and
corruption endanger the fairness and honesty of actors involved in the procurement procedures.
Therefore, an increase of the procedural guarantees against them – with a common regulative
framework overcoming variations in national legislation – could greatly improve the European
common standards of protection.
However, a trade-off must be made: “such additional guarantees would often entail
additional administrative burdens for procurers and undertakings, and their added value in the fight
against unsound business practices must be carefully weighed against a possible negative impact on
the overall objective of simplification of the procedures” (European Commission 2011, p. 49).
Moreover, formalism, red-tape and procedural burdens are a fertile ground for corruption and
misuse of public power for private interests. The paradoxical effect of a “bureaucratic approach” to
anticorruption could be an enlargement of opportunities for such practices. The challenge is
therefore the set-up of a regulative balance between guarantees, public scrutiny, and responsibility
of policy-makers.
Accountability and transparency are the keywords, to be taken as general principles which must be
translated into procurement procedures that increase integrity and effectiveness in the outcomes
obtained by public spending. A set of corresponding measures are listed in the Green paper: for
13

Williams R. 2014. Modernising the EU public procurement regime. A summary of the key changes to the public
sectors, Public Procurement Law Review 1, 18-28; Racca, G. M. 2014 “Joint Procurement Challenges in the Future
Implementation of the New Directives”. In Modernising public procurement: the new directive, edited by F. Lichère, R.
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in
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September
2014,
at
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instance stricter control over the personal and financial condition of the public officials, stronger
protection for whistle-blowers, and the exclusion from tenders of bidders responsible for serious
misconduct or involvement in criminal activities – a mechanism already introduced by the
2004/18/EC Directive, but which requires a better implementation, also through the adoption of
self-cleaning procedures for potential bidders.
The New Directive on public procurement (2014/24/EC) introduces several measures that,
following the Green paper’s suggestions, are directly aimed at preventing crimes and distortions in
the corresponding procedures. Such measures are addressed to contracting authorities, to public
officials or to enterprises (see table 1.4.2).
Table 1.4.2 Main measures against corruption, criminal penetration and other abuses in the
directive 2014/24
Main goal of the measure
Preventing illegality
Increasing
transparency/accountability
Increasing effectiveness
Enforcement

Contracting authorities
Publication of
information
Aggregation of demand
Subcontracting criteria
Three-year monitoring
reports of MS to the
Commission

Target of the measure
Public officials
Conflict of interests

Enterprises
Exclusion criteria

-

-

-

-

-

-

Conflicts of interest. According to article 24 of the Directive 2014/24, there is a conflict of interest
in “any situation where staff members of the contracting authority or of a procurement service
provider acting on behalf of the contracting authority who are involved in the conduct of the
procurement procedure or may influence the outcome of that procedure have, directly or indirectly,
a financial, economic or other personal interest which might be perceived to compromise their
impartiality and independence in the context of the procurement procedure”. Member States should
induce contracting bodies to identify, prevent and eliminate conflicts of interest.
Publication of information. The directive states the duty for contracting authorities to publish
information on contract notice. Moreover electronic means of information and communication
should become the standard, since they increase the efficiency and transparency of procurement
processes, enhancing the possibilities of economic operators to participate and compete in
procurement procedures.
Aggregation of demand. Some measures aim at increasing the concentration of tenders aggregating
several contracting authorities, whenever needed by the characteristics of the works, supplies and
services purchased. The goal is an increase of effectiveness of the procurement procedures, due to a
higher level of professionalisation and competence of public officials, and the possibility to enjoy
economies of scale reducing transaction costs. Moreover, as already shown in the ANTICORRP
WP9 Integrated Report, smaller and lower level local authorities are more vulnerable to penetration
from criminal organisations capable of penetrating into the political and bureaucratic decision-
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making: aggregating demand in a smaller amount of purchasing bodies should therefore reduce the
potential influence of corrupters and criminal groups.15
Subcontracting. Stricter rules on subcontracting can be a deterrent for criminal organisations that –
as emerged in the WP9 Integrated Report – often use this less visible mechanism to enter into the
procurement process, intimidating participants, distorting competition, and taking illicit profit from
the allocation of resources. According to the directive, for instance, the contracting authority can
pay subcontractors directly, and the main contractor should have to inform the contracting authority
on the identity of its subcontractors during the course of the contract.
Monitoring reports. Every three years (the first by April 18, 2017) Member States shall send the
Commission a monitoring report including information on “the prevention, detection and adequate
reporting of cases of procurement fraud, corruption, conflict of interest and other serious
irregularities”. Moreover, monitoring results shall be made public through suitable means of
information, and in case of problems rules must be created to “indicate those problems to national
auditing authorities, courts or tribunals or other appropriate authorities or structures, such as the
ombudsman, national parliaments or committees”.
We focus here on the exclusion criteria, which is a potentially very effective means of guaranteeing
the integrity of the procurement process, by avoiding the participation of economic operators
considered to be undesirable contractors. Corruption and criminal organisation issues have recently
been considered one of the potential targets of this measure, which however has a wider scope for
application, including other causes of lack of reliability also. Exclusion clauses have been
introduced virtually in all procurement systems. In the EU the previous 2004/189 directive offered
to MS a notable elasticity in the definition of their own exclusion criteria, with only a few
mandatory requirements.
Directive 2014/2414 created a new regulatory framework for the EU exclusion rules, both in their
substantive features (new mandatory and discretionary grounds for exclusion, rules creating a
possibility for self-cleaning) and through the obligation of certain necessary procedural
requirements (Member States shall adopt explicit procedures regulating maximum durations for
situations of exclusion beyond the specific procurement tender).
On a substantive perspective, contracting authorities shall exclude an economic operator from
participation in a procurement procedure where they have established economic operator has been
the subject of a conviction by final judgment for one of the following reasons:
(a) participation in a criminal organisation;
(b) corruption;
(c) fraud;
(d) terrorist offences or offences linked to terrorist activities;
(e) money laundering or terrorist financing;
15

See Integrated Report, 2015, cit., p. 59.
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(f) child labour and other forms of trafficking in human beings.
An economic operator shall be excluded also where the contracting authority is aware that the
economic operator is in breach of its obligations relating to the payment of taxes or social security
contributions (as established by a judicial or administrative decision). Exclusion shall no longer
apply when the economic operator has fulfilled its obligations by paying or entering into a binding
arrangement with a view to paying the taxes or social security contributions due. A derogation from
the mandatory exclusion is possible, on an exceptional basis, for overriding reasons relating to the
public interest, or where an exclusion would be clearly disproportionate.
Further discretionary exclusion criteria may be added by Member States in any of the following
situations:
(a) where the contracting authority can demonstrate non-compliance by economic operators of
applicable obligations in the fields of environmental, social and labour law;
(b) where the economic operator is bankrupt or is the subject of insolvency or winding-up
proceedings;
(c) where the contracting authority can demonstrate that the economic operator is guilty of grave
professional misconduct, which renders its integrity questionable;
(d) where the contracting authority has sufficiently plausible indications to conclude that the
economic operator has entered into collusive agreements with other economic operators;
(e) where a conflict of interest cannot be effectively remedied by other less intrusive measures;
(f) where a distortion of competition from the prior involvement of the economic operators in the
preparation of the procurement procedure cannot be remedied by other, less intrusive measures;
(g) where the economic operator has shown significant or persistent deficiencies in the performance
of a substantive requirement under a prior public contract;
(h) where the economic operator has been guilty of serious misrepresentation in supplying the
information required for the verification of the absence of grounds for exclusion or the fulfilment of
the selection criteria;
(i) where the economic operator has undertaken to unduly influence the decision-making process of
the contracting authority, to obtain confidential information that may confer upon it undue
advantages in the procurement procedure or to negligently provide misleading information that may
have a material influence on decisions concerning exclusion, selection or award.
An economic operator shall be excluded also where the contracting authority is aware that the
economic operator is in breach of its obligations relating to the payment of taxes or social security
contributions (as established by a judicial or administrative decision). Exclusion shall no longer
apply when the economic operator has fulfilled its obligations by paying or entering into a binding
arrangement with a view to paying the taxes or social security contributions due. A derogation from
the mandatory exclusion is possible, on an exceptional basis, for overriding reasons relating to the
public interest, or where an exclusion would be clearly disproportionate.
Any economic operator which is under the exclusion conditions may provide evidence to the
effect that measures taken by him are sufficient to demonstrate its reliability. If such self-cleaning
evidence is deemed sufficient, the economic operator shall not be excluded from the procurement
procedure. Self-cleaning includes the capability of the economic operator to prove that it has paid
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compensation with respect to any damage caused by the criminal offence or misconduct, clarified
the facts and circumstances in a comprehensive manner by actively collaborating with the
investigating authorities and taken concrete technical, organisational and personnel measures that
are appropriate to prevent further criminal offences or misconduct.
On a procedural perspective, Member States must specify the implementing conditions of the
exclusion criteria by law, regulation or administrative provision and with regard to Union law,
determining the maximum period of exclusion if no measures are taken by the economic operator to
demonstrate its reliability (that period shall not exceed three to five years from the date of the
conviction by final judgment depending on the nature of the violation).
In table 1.4.3, an assessment of the regulation concerning exclusion criteria for bidders in public
procurement in 24 European countries is presented.
Table 1.4.3 Rules for exclusion of potential tenderers in some European Countries
(source: elaboration from International Comparative Legal Guide – http://www.iclg.co.uk/practiceareas/public-procurement/public-procurement-2016 – and Public Procurement Network –
http://www.publicprocurementnetwork.org/docs/ItalianPresidency/documento%206.pdf)
Exclusion criteria for bidders
Any candidate, convicted by final judgment of which the CA (contracting
Albania
authority) is aware for any of the reasons listed below, must be excluded from
participation in awarding procedures: (a) participation in a criminal organisation;
(b) corruption; (c) fraud; (d) money laundering; or (e) forgery.
Any candidate must be excluded from participating in awarding procedures when
he:(a) has gone bankrupt and his own capital is being executed by the bailiffs; (b)
is the subject of proceedings for the declaration of bankruptcy; (c) has been
convicted by a definitive judgment of any offence concerning his professional
conduct; (d) has not fulfilled his obligations to pay social security contributions;
(e) has not fulfilled his obligations relating to the payment of taxes; (f) is guilty of
supplying false information; or (g) is excluded from participation in procurement
procedures with the decision of the Public Procurement Agency for the reasons
listed under art. 13/3 of the PPL (public procurement law) (art. 45 of the PPL)
All grounds of article 57 paragraph 4 Directive 2014/24/EU will be transposed
Austria
In accordance with the requirements of the European public procurement rules, the
Belgium
Royal Decree of 15 July 2011 contains rules concerning the situations in which a
contracting authority has the obligation to exclude candidates that have been
convicted of offences such as participation in a criminal organisation or
corruption. The Royal Decree of 15 July 2011 also deals with situations in which
a contracting authority has the possibility (not the obligation) to exclude
candidates; for example, in cases of non-compliance with the obligations
concerning the payment of social security contributions.
According to the PPA, tenderers shall be excluded/short-listed if they do not meet
Bulgaria
the selection criteria. The rules for this shall be explicitly set out in the contract
notice. There are compulsory conditions which must be applied by all contracting
authorities, such that are provided at the contracting authorities’ discretion. The
compulsory conditions for exclusion are:
a criminal conviction for economic/financial-related crimes, which has entered
into force, of tenderers/members of their management;
a bankruptcy of the tenderer;
a liquidation procedure is started against the tenderer;
the tenderer has outstanding tax or social security contributions to the
state/municipality; and
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Czech Republic

Cyprus

England and Wales

Estonia

France

Germany

there is a conflict of interest, restricting the tenderer to participate in a procedure.
The conditions for excluding tenderers, which are provided at the contracting
authority’s discretion, are related to the existence of bankruptcy proceedings
against the tenderers, their good conduct of business, and some conditions related
to the tenderers’ past experience in public procurements.
The main reason for excluding the tenderers from the public procurement is the
failure to fulfil qualifications. The tenderer will be excluded if he was convicted
of certain criminal offences (e.g. bribery, corruption, fraud, etc.), is being woundup, is subject to insolvency proceedings, has tax arrears registered in tax records,
and for other reasons stated in the PPL.
All the exclusion grounds provided in the article 57 paragraph 4 will be
transposed, on the CAs discretion.
Exclusion grounds absence may be attested in a formal declaration within the
tenders, which is documented and checked at a latest stage only for the bidder
awarded the work, service, or supply contract before it is signed
All the grounds for exclusion will be transposed, but exclusion will be left to the
discretion of the CA.
The purpose of the PQQ (pre-qualification questionnaire) is to enable the
contracting authority to identify any material legal reasons as to why it may be
required to exclude a bidder. The PQQ will cover the criteria set out in the
Regulations for the mandatory exclusion of a bidder, which apply where a
contracting authority has actual knowledge that the bidder has been convicted of
offences such as conspiracy to participate in a criminal organisation, corruption,
bribery, fraud or money laundering. The PQQ will also cover the criteria set out
in the Regulations for the discretionary exclusion of a bidder. These criteria cover
factors such as: lack of financial standing or technical capacity/ability; conviction
of a criminal offence relating to the conduct of a business or profession, or of an
act of grave misconduct in the course of a business or profession; failure to fulfil
obligations relating to the payment of taxes; or serious misrepresentation in
providing any information required under the Regulations.
In addition, contracting authorities may exclude a bidder where it can demonstrate
by any appropriate means that the bidder is in breach of its obligations relating to
the payment of taxes or social security contributions.
Bidders are subject to an ongoing obligation to satisfy the conditions for
participation during the award procedure. This means that contracting authorities
are required to exclude bidders if they become aware during the procedure that the
bidder satisfies one of the mandatory exclusion grounds. Similarly, contracting
authorities may exclude a bidder where they become aware of it satisfying one of
the discretionary exclusion grounds.
Voluntary exclusion ground stipulated in article 57 paragraph 2 Directive
2014/24/EU shall not only be transposed but also made compulsory for
contracting authorities to use. Referring to article 57 paragraph 4, all listed
grounds will be transposed.
The French Public Procurement Code provides for the rules on excluding
tenderers (for instance, if the tenderer does not fulfil its fiscal or social obligations,
or if the tenderer was sentenced for certain offences).
The new Ordinance of 23 July 2015, on public contracts, introduces cases of
optional exclusions. Contracting authorities can exclude an economic operator
from participation in a procurement procedure (for instance, in cases of defaults
during the performance of a previous public contract, conflict of interest, or anticompetitive cartel).
A bidder is excluded if the tender contains formal errors, e.g. late submission or
changes to the tender documentation. A bidder can also be excluded if, for
example, bankruptcy proceedings have been initiated against his/her assets or if
he/she has not met his/her obligation to make due payments of taxes and
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Greece

Italy

contributions to statutory national insurance. A bidder is also excluded if he/she is
not suitable, which means that he/she is not qualified to perform the contractual
obligations, either because he/she is not reliable (e.g. due to conviction for certain
criminal offences) or because he/she does not have the required technical or
financial ability. In addition, a bidder is excluded if the prices provided in the
tender are evidently out of keeping with the contractual performance.
If proven that a bidder has been convicted for certain offences, such as
participation in a criminal organisation, corruption, fraud and money laundering,
then the CA should (mandatory competence) exclude (disqualify) such a candidate
from the procedure. Additionally, if the bidder, the major shareholder, or the
members of the board are media corporations or major shareholders or members of
the BoD of such corporations respectively, then they should be excluded from the
contractual procedures. Similar restrictions apply vis-à-vis BoD members or
representatives of offshore companies located in any of the non-cooperative tax
jurisdictions.
However, there are exclusion criteria when the contracting authority has the choice
(discretionary power) to include in the invitation to tender. These cover cases
when:
a) the candidates are not fulfilling the financial or technical standards set by the
contracting authority;
b) the candidate is declared bankrupt or has submitted a petition for bankruptcy,
or is subject to a rehabilitation process;
c) the candidate does not comply with the existing environmental obligations as
well as legal constraints regarding labour law;
d)
the candidate has been convicted for a crime regarding its professional
capacity;
e) the contracting authority spots that the bidder has violated the rules regarding
the competition between candidates, or has tried to influence the contracting
authority by using unlawful means;
f)
the candidate fails to provide evidence of meeting other obligations such as
tax and insurance obligations; and
g) the candidate fails to provide evidence of meeting quality standards.
In the current Italian law all the grounds for exclusion contained in paragraph 4 except for the cases referred to in subparagraphs d), e) and f) which have been
introduced with the new Directive 2014/24 / EU - are already provided. There are
two sets of requirements which must be met by the bidders in order to participate
in a public procurement procedure.
The first one deals with the possession of certain personal qualities pertaining to
the competitor set forth by article 38 of the Code. The Code provides for the
specific mandatory personal requisites (so-called “moral requisites”) relating to
the entities. Generally speaking, through such requisites the Code aims to exclude
from the tender: entities which have been convicted of certain types of crimes
(such as participation in a criminal organisation, corruption, bribery, fraud, etc.);
entities facing bankruptcy (or entering into a proceeding for the declaration of
bankruptcy); entities which failed to pay social security contributions or taxes;
subjects who have been found guilty of material professional misconduct; and
entities which rendered misrepresentations, etc. It is worth recalling that in 2011
and 2012, article 38 of the Code was amended, in part, by Law Decrees 70/2011,
83/2012 and 5/2012 (respectively converted into laws by Laws 106/2011,
134/2012 and 35/2012). The changes to the legislation are mainly aimed at: (i)
extending the number of the moral requirements to be met by the competitors; (ii)
reducing the number of reasons preventing the competitor from participating in
tenders; and (iii) introducing exceptions to the applicability of the abovementioned provisions (e.g. the provisions set forth by article 38 are not applicable
to companies subjected to requisition or seizure under Laws 356/92 and 575/95
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and managed by a judicial receiver).
The second set of requisites deals with the possession of specific financial or
technical requirements, established by the awarding authority in order to pre-select
the participants to submit an offer to the tender. It should be emphasised that such
requisites must be proportional and cannot introduce discriminatory restrictions to
participate in the tender. The contracting authorities are entitled to exclude from
the tender procedure competitors which do not meet the above-mentioned moral,
financial and technical requirements (“Specific Exclusion Causes”).
Without prejudice to the Specific Exclusion Causes, new provisions were
introduced in the Code in order to strictly detail the reasons which enable the
contracting authorities to exclude competitors from the tender procedures. Such
changes to the legislation are mainly aimed at effectively applying the EU
principles of wide participation, competition and proportionality between
competitors by avoiding exclusions which are not justified by significant and
substantial reasons. In particular, article 46 of the Code, as amended by Law
Decree 70/2011, provided that the competitors may be excluded from a tender
exclusively if: (a) the provisions set forth by the Code, Regulation or other
applicable laws are infringed; (b) the content or the provenance of the bid is
uncertain due to the lack of signature or other essential elements; or (c) the
envelope containing the bid or the request of participation is not intact or regularly
closed so to jeopardise, on the basis of the effective circumstances, the secrecy
principles of the bid. The call for tender and the letter of invitation to submit an
offer may not contain further provisions aimed at excluding the competitors. In
fact, such provisions would be void.
The regulatory framework on the exclusion of competitors was completed by
article 64, paragraph 4 bis, of the Code whereby whenever calls for tender are
drafted, the contracting authorities must comply with standard models drawn up
by the ANAC (Anti-corruption Authority) by indicating the reasons justifying the
exclusions of the competitors according to the provisions detailed under article 46
of the Code. The above-mentioned provision was implemented by ANAC
Resolution no. 4 of 10 October 2012, which detailed all the cases where the
contracting authorities are entitled to exclude the competitors from the tender
procedure.
All grounds for exclusion referred to in article 57 paragraph 4 Directive
2014/24/EU will be transposed, but they will remain optional for contracting
authorities.
The contracting authority shall exclude any economic operator from the contract
award procedure, provided that it:
is under a bankruptcy or liquidation procedure;
has unpaid taxes, contributions or other public duties, unless the economic
operator has approved the delayed payment of taxes, contributions or other public
duties in accordance with the special regulations, and pays them on regular basis;
has been imposed with a secondary sentence prohibition on participation in open
call procedures, awarding public procurement contracts and contracts for publicprivate partnership;
has been imposed with a secondary sentence which constitutes temporary or
permanent prohibition on performing a certain activity;
is being pronounced a misdemeanour sanction prohibition on practising
profession, performing activity or duty, i.e. temporary prohibition for performing a
particular activity; or
presents false information or does not submit the information required by the
contracting authority.
Furthermore, an economic operator with one or several negative references within
a period of one year, as of the day of the publication of the last negative reference,
shall not have right to participate in a contract award procedure.
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Recommended bidders are requested to furnish certificates showing that they do
not fall under the exclusion criteria
Contracts with an estimated value exceeding €120,000 may only be awarded to
economic operators that are not excluded on the basis of the prescribed mandatory
(e.g. conviction of participation in a criminal organisation or money laundering) or
optional (e.g. declaration of bankruptcy) qualitative selection criteria, and that
meet the minimum suitability criteria of economic and financial standing, and of
professional and technical knowledge or ability as requested in the contract
documents, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Regulations.
The Netherlands does not intend to make any of these non-mandatory grounds
compulsory in the national legislation.
Economic operators have to sign the Dutch self-declaration form in which they
state they comply with the selection criteria in the procurement documents.
Furthermore, an economic operator can use, e.g., certificates issued by the
Chamber of Commerce, the Tax Office or the Ministry of Security and Justice to
prove the economic operator is - respectively - not in a state of bankruptcy, paid
his taxes and social security contributions, or does not fall under any of the
mandatory exclusions grounds.
In accordance with the requirements of the EC public procurement rules, the
Procurement Act contains rules concerning the situations in which a contracting
authority has the obligation to exclude candidates that have been convicted of
offences such as participation in a criminal organisation or corruption. The
Procurement Act also provides the possibility (not the obligation) to exclude
candidates, e.g. in the case of non-compliance with the obligations concerning the
payment of social security contributions.
Norway plans to implement all exclusion grounds in paragraph 4. Two of these –
e) and f) – are planned to be transposed as mandatory exclusions grounds. The
reason for this is that it would be contrary to the general principles, in particular
the principle on equal treatment, to not exclude an economic operator when there
is a conflict of interest or a distortion of competition, since equal treatment would
not be possible in these situations. The other exclusion grounds in paragraph 4 are
planned to be transposed as facultative exclusion grounds.
The Regulation contains more detailed rules on mandatory exclusion of tenderers
which have been found guilty of corruption, money laundering, fraud or
participation in a criminal organisation. Also, there is an optional possibility of
excluding tenderers in certain circumstances, such as bankruptcy, failure to pay
taxes, etc. There are no explicit rules on mandatory or optional exclusion in the
Utilities Regulation currently in force. However, in exceptional circumstances, it
may be necessary for the contracting authority to exclude a tenderer to ensure
equal treatment of the tenderers.
The tenderers are excluded if any of the impediments to tender or submit an
application, described under Article 55 of the PCC, are verified, namely, if the
tenderer is declared insolvent, if a member of the board of directors of the tenderer
has been convicted of certain serious crimes or by a crime which affects his
professional conduct, if the tenderer has been declared guilty of serious
professional misconduct, if it has social security or tax debts, or if the tenderer
rendered assistance to the awarding entity in the preparation of tender documents
that granted it an advantage that distorts normal competition conditions.
All mandatory grounds for exclusion provided by the classical directive will be
transposed into polish procurement law. Moreover, the following conditions for
the exclusion set out in the Directive as an option will be introduced to the Polish
law as mandatory:
• art. 57 paragraph 4 (a);
• art. 57 paragraph 4 (d);
• art. 57 paragraph 4 (e);
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• art. 57 paragraph 4 (h).
Other conditions set in art. 57 paragraph 4 of the Directive will be implemented
into Polish law as facultative.
According to GEO no. 34/2006, contracting authorities have the right to apply
qualification and selection criteria with regard to: the personal situation of the
applicant/tenderer; suitability to pursue the professional activity; economic and
financial standing; technical and/or professional ability; quality assurance
standards; and environmental management standards.
Contracting authorities may establish minimum levels for the above-mentioned
criteria and may request supporting documents. Those tenders not fulfilling the
qualification criteria shall be rejected as unacceptable.
Moreover, contracting authorities are obliged to exclude from the procedure any
tenderer/applicant who, within the last 5 years, has been the subject of a
conviction by final judgment which the contracting authority is aware of, for
participation in a criminal organisation, corruption, fraud and/or money
laundering.
The Romanian PPL also provides the obligation for contracting authorities to
reject tenders as unacceptable for the following reasons:
the tender was submitted after the deadline for submission or at another address
than that stipulated in the contract notice;
the tender is not accompanied by the participation guarantee in the amount, form
and for the validity period requested in the tender documentation;
the tender submitted is a variant that cannot be taken into consideration because
either the possibility to submit variants is not stipulated explicitly in the contract
notice or the variant does not meet the minimum requirements stipulated in the
technical specifications;
the tender does not respect the mandatory regulation regarding specific
employment protection and working conditions;
the price, excluding VAT, exceeds the estimated value established in the contract
notice/participation invitation and there are no available additional funds or,
although additional funds are available, the price exceeds the estimated value of
the contract by more than 10%, or the conclusion of the contract for that price
would lead to eluding those legal provisions establishing obligations for the
contracting authority in relation to certain thresholds;
the tender has an abnormally low price as compared with what has to be supplied,
executed or provided, so that the performance of the contract to the qualitative and
quantitative parameters requested within the technical specifications cannot be
ensured; and
the tender is submitted in violation of the legal provisions regarding the conflict of
interests on the date of tenders’ submission.
A tender shall be rejected as non-conformant if:
it does not meet the requirements of the technical specifications;
it contains proposals for amendment of contract clauses that are obviously
disadvantageous for the contracting authority and, although the tenderer is
informed with regard to the respective situation, it does not accept to waive those
clauses;
it contains prices as part of the financial proposal that are not a result of free
competition and which cannot be justified; or
within a public procurement procedure in which the contract is awarded by lots,
the tender is submitted without the distinction on the tendered lots, thus making it
impossible to apply the award criterion for each lot.
All grounds of article 57 paragraph 4 Directive 2014/24/EU will be transposed,
while the application of concrete reasons for exclusion is left on the contracting
authorities and contracting entities themselves.
Articles 60–61 of the TRLCSP regulate conditions for prohibiting entering into
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these contracts, so the tenderers that are in these situations will not be able to enter
into contracts with public sector bodies. Among these conditions, for example, is
that the tenderer has been declared financially insolvent during any of the
procedures, or is not up-to-date in tax or social security obligations, etc.
The compulsory rules of the EU Directives apply. A tenderer may also be
excluded if he is bankrupt, is being wound up, his affairs are being administered
by the court or similar, is the subject of proceedings for a declaration of
bankruptcy, for an order for compulsory winding up or administration by the court
or for an arrangement with creditors or similar proceedings, has been convicted of
an offence concerning his professional conduct by a judgment which has the force
of res judicata, has been guilty of grave professional misconduct (and the
contracting entity can furnish proof of this circumstance), or has not fulfilled
obligations relating to the payment of social insurance fees or taxes in the country
in which he is established or the country in which the procurement takes place.
The FAPP contains a non-exhaustive list of reasons for exclusion (articles 11 and
19 (3) of the FAPP). Reasons for exclusion include false information of tenderers
to the contracting bodies, the failure to pay taxes and social security contributions,
the violation of essential formal conditions and competition law infringements
(e.g. cartels).

Grounds for exclusion are a potentially very effective measure for preventing the infiltration
of businesses connected with organised crime – with its corruptive power – into public procurement
and the management of EU funds. This measure has a limit, however, since it can rely mainly on
formal statements and documents concerning previous criminal records or financial conditions –
while often criminal firms tend to disguise their real nature, for instance using figureheads.
Therefore, the mechanism for the collection of information used to prove the existence or the
absence of grounds of exclusion in tenders for the award of services, supplies, public works remains
relevant. In the Italian system, for instance, the CA acquires the proof of the absence of grounds of
exclusion through a single computer platform managed by ANAC, the National Anti-Corruption
Authority, called AVCpass (Authority Virtual Company passport). Thanks to this virtual company
dossier, the contracting authority is enabled to directly acquire the various certificates eventually
proving the absence of grounds for exclusion from the different administrations. Estonia also uses
e-procurement mechanisms of registration and control, controlling the absence of exclusion clauses.
Other countries require bidders to furnish certificates showing they do not fall under exclusion
criteria (e.g. Malta, Netherlands), in other countries (e.g. Austria) CAs verify proof and selfdeclarations. In Cyprus controls are postponed to a later stage, after a bidder is awarded the
contract, and is limited to the winning company.
MS have generally incorporated the list of mandatory exclusion grounds – including also
conviction for corruption or participation in organised crime of members of the board of directors –
into their regulation. Most of them have merely reproduced the EU Directive list or adhered to
corresponding standards (e.g. Germany) that identify issues of “serious nature” as requirement for
mandatory exclusion. The list of mandatory exclusion grounds has been extended by some MS
beyond the EU directive’s list. Additional exclusion criteria focus on specific national issues: it is
significant to stress the relevance of the Italian approach to anti-mafia exclusion requirements, with
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a certification system specifically aimed at preventing mafia-style criminal businesses to enter into
the public procurement sector.16
Moreover, as emerged in the empirical analysis WP9 Integrated Report: “This evidence
gives support to the hypothesis that mafia-like groups can also infiltrate the public procurement
arena as a result of the protection services provided to business cartels operating in the public
works”.17 In fact, several MS and other European countries – among them Italy, as well as France,
Greece, Portugal, Switzerland – have also adopted mandatory exclusion criteria focusing on the risk
of anti-competitive practices, often related to corruption – cartels can pay bribes to obtain
information and other benefits from public agents which increase stability of their collusive
agreements – and to criminal organisations’ influence over procurement’s procedures – mafia-style
criminal organisations can enforce collusive agreements.
Other MS have enlarged the list of mandatory grounds for exclusion including other
criminal offences concerning workers’ rights, especially health and safety at work (e.g. France,
Germany, Portugal, Italy), or previous contravention of obligation or rules in procurement
procedures (e.g. Portugal, Romania, Spain), or conflicts of interest (e.g. Bulgaria, Norway,
Romania, Spain, UK). As Sanchez-Graells observes: “some Member States have taken a holistic
approach to the configuration of exclusion grounds and decided to exclude any discretion in the
exclusion process, and have extended the mandatory character to all exclusion grounds regulated in
their domestic frameworks (i.e. both grounds of EU and of domestic origin). This is the case of
France (under the 2004 framework), Italy, Portugal and Spain, where contracting authorities must
treat all exclusion grounds in the same manner—ultimately, as a requirement for them to behave
legally, and the corollary requirement for them not to support illegal behaviour in any way”.18
Besides mandatory exclusion grounds, which have also been introduced by non-EU
countries (e.g. Albania, Norway, Macedonia), almost all EU countries have adopted an approach
favourable to the inclusion of most if not all discretionary grounds quoted in paragraph 4, art. 57 of
the Directive 24/2014. In Italy all the grounds for exclusion – except for the cases referred to in
subparagraphs d), e) and f) – are already provided. Most EU MS plan to transpose all nondiscretionary exclusion grounds (e.g. Austria, Cyprus, Estonia, Lithuania, Slovakia). England will
transpose all grounds as optional; Norway and Poland, some as mandatory; others as nonmandatory.
Other MS (e.g. England, Germany, Romania) have maintained a distinction in their
domestic public procurement regulation between mandatory and discretionary exclusion grounds,
copying the EU public procurement rules. The most frequently adopted discretionary criterion for
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exclusion is a previous record of misconduct casting doubts on the reliability of the economic
operator, e.g. a violation of anti-trust rules.
While a significant convergence emerges at a substantial level on the definition of exclusion
ground in procurement within the EU Directive framework, MS diverge considerably in the
adoption of procedures defining authority to implement and control the exercise of the power to
exclude. Some countries have a centralized system (e.g. Portugal, Spain) which does not allow the
CAs discretion over the verification and decision to exclude tenderers, delegating to an external
authority the power to prohibit in specific cases or in general terms economic operators from
participation; in Italy the anti-mafia regulation delegates to prefects the power to operate an
additional screening of businesses. At the opposite end, a maximum of flexibility/decentralization
(e.g. England, Germany) can be observed in other MS, which allow each CA to make decisions on
the application of exclusion criteria, though remaining under the general guidance of rules of
compliance, such as registration in centralised databases, and to introduce into specific procedures
discretionary exclusion grounds. Obviously, these procedural differences can increase uncertainty
and controversies among CA and economic operators, especially in cross-borders settings.
Also in the adoption of pre-qualification and classification of economic operators we
observe discrepancies: some countries have in fact created centralised systems of classification of
businesses potentially competing in public tenders, covering both exclusion criteria and qualitative
selection (e.g. France, Italy, Spain), using information asked for to competent authority or included
in centralised registries. This procedure allows for the possibility of a “white-listing” system
concerning corruption crimes (e.g. Italy). In general terms, however, we observe that from a
substantive point of view a high level of coherence and convergence has materialised in EC
countries in the implementation of exclusion rules (though with a variation in the degree of
discretion left to CAs in the application of non-mandatory exclusion grounds), while from a
procedural perspective there are more significant discrepancies, presumably reflecting the different
bureaucratic structures and administrative cultures characterising the regulation systems. In the
definition of mechanisms and allocation of authority to apply the exclusion grounds, different
clusters of countries seem to be characterised by procedural rigidity / formalisation / centralisation
on the one side and flexibility / informality / decentralisation on the other. A distinction can be
traced between discretion-oriented MS (e.g. UK, Germany) as opposed to procedure-oriented MSs
(e.g. France, Italy, Portugal, Spain), facing different challenges: to ensure the system of exclusion
meets the requirements of the right to good administration and good trial in the first case, to lose
potential advantages of the flexibility of new rules and to avoid incurring in liabilities for the
imposition of unjustified requirements to economic operators in the second (Sanchez-Graells 2016,
pp. 11-12). As shown in this policy paper, one of the challenges that must be faced by both
procedure and discretion oriented MS concerns precisely the relative effectiveness of different
transposition and implementation of EC rules on exclusion of economic operators from public
tenders in reducing the risks for corruption and organised crime infiltration in the public sector.
Recommendations

To provide a common framework to EU MS for the collection of reliable and comparable
data on public procurement, as an information basis for the elaboration of red-flags on the risks of
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corruption and misuse of public office, the effectiveness of relative performance, the identification
of good practices that could provide a general standard of regulation and policy.

To strengthen cooperation and activate peer-review mechanisms among MS Authorities in
charge for control over public procurement to provide assessment of weaknesses and potential of
national public procurement systems and controls.

To provide a more detailed common regulatory framework to MS for the exclusion from
public tenders throughout all EU MS of economic operators in case they have been convicted with
final judgement for participation in criminal organization, corruption, money laundering,
exploitation of human trafficking or child labour, and other serious offences against the public
interest – e.g., following the motion for a European Parliament Resolution 2012/2117(INI), to
determine a minimum threshold of at least five years of exclusion, even when it arises in the course
of the procurement procedure.
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1.4.3 Enforcement: Joint Actions against Organised Crime and the Criminal
Organisation of Political Corruption
With the exception of Denmark and Sweden, all Member States have transposed the key
elements of the Framework Decision and introduced a self-standing offence of participation in a
criminal organisation and/or conspiracy to commit offences. The majority of Member States only
have the offence of participation in a criminal organisation. A minority (two Member States) only
have the offence of conspiracy, and four Member States have both offences.
However, though most MS have implemented this Framework Decision, a common EU
framework on organised crime remains yet to be achieved. A process of harmonisation was not
empowered by this FD, without removing those crucial obstacles that dampen effective EU
cooperation and action against organised crime in Europe. The lack of effective impact of the FD is
exemplified by the fact that, for instance, twenty MS were already fully or partially compliant with
the most relevant article of the Framework Decision before it was introduced. These countries did
not introduce any important changes in their frameworks, leaving in place the same differences in
legal instruments that motivated the adoption of the FD. Because of it, the majority of MS only
have the offence of participation in a criminal organisation, whereas there is still a minority (two
MS) having the offence of conspiracy, and four MS with both.
There is a common opinion that the “minumum standards” logic driving the adoption of the
FD failed to address the variety of forms of organised crime in Europe. First, it did not enable a
harmonisation that recognizes the existence of more institutionalised criminal organisations in
Europe (like the Italian ones), whose criminal model goes beyond a simple association or a
conspiracy, but merits the employment of preventive and participation-based measures in order to
disarticulate their criminal networks and, more importantly, to eradicate their ramification into
legitimate economy. By no coincidence, in relation to Article 3 (penalties), most MS impose
penalties that are higher than the required minimum. On the other hand, although some concerns
have been raised over the problem of over-criminalisation, due to the broad framework established
by the FD, the same framework seems powerless in targeting the more organised forms of political
corruption and economic crimes. In many cases, their degree of sophistication and internal
governance, division of labour and continuity inhibit the current countermeasures designed for the
most common forms of corruption and economic crimes.
Second, in terms of final transposition outputs, two scenarios are still in place across MS. In
those countries having a less restrictive legal framework, based on broader legal definition, there
are still difficulties in deploying more severe countermeasures against institutionalised forms of
organised crime, dampening the cooperation with those MS that already have a more developed and
extensive model of anti-organised crime policies. Conversely, the countries that moved towards a
more restrictive definition of organised crime, setting some requirements in terms of organisational
model, secrecy and persistence, have established a framework with generally high standards of
proof in criminal proceedings, making it critical, for instance, that proof of participation be
supported in court. Therefore, a more restrictive model might be useful for fighting against
transnational forms of organised crime, enabling cooperation with those MS traditionally more
active in policing these crimes. Conversely, the adoption of higher legal thresholds could dampen
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the control of endogenous forms of criminal associations, which might be less organised and more
subtle, leading to a significantly lower conviction rate for participation in criminal organisation
compared to other offences. As reported in some recent studies (Calderoni 2011), the OC offence is
usually applied only to typical traditional criminal organisations, whose number is quite low in
these countries (i.e. Lithuania, Poland). These criminal organisations are normally involved in more
traditional organised criminal activities, such as drug trafficking and smuggling, trafficking in
human beings, extortion and car theft. Conversely, this legal tool is not frequently used for criminal
organisations involved in white collar crimes, such as financial fraud, VAT fraud and intellectual
property crimes. One reason for this is that these crimes are usually committed by relatively smaller
criminal organisations created solely for their commission, rather than by generalist criminals.
Second, the traditional OC groups more likely use violence or threats to carry out their activities,
while in the case of economic crimes, their degree of sophistication and internal governance do not
require the use of more violent resources.
Table 1.4.4 aims at mapping the flexibility of OC legal framework in each MS’ legislation
by looking at five dimensions (country having only a conspiracy model or neither offence are not
included in the mapping). Some countries have adopted a more restrictive definition of organised
crime, setting some strict conditions such as an existing and permanent organisation, predicated
offences punishable with more than five years, and a minimum number of affiliates. Other countries
have a more generic definition of an organised crime group (see Fig. 1.4.14), followed by some
specific aggravating circumstances for the most serious types of them (human trafficking, drugs
trafficking, etc.). However, flexibility of the legal rules does not automatically lead to wider use of
them. There can be still a very high standard of proof regarding criminal organisations that makes
convictions for participation offence very rare (Germany, Hungary, Portugal, Slovenia), as
compared to the accompanying offences. Even in the case of Italy, prosecutorial strategies are
traditionally more focused on the predicated offences rather than on the participation one. More
often committed crimes are used to finally prove participation in a criminal organisation under Art.
416 c.c, rather than the other way around (Sberna 2015). In the Netherlands, problems may arise
due to the need to prove participation in a criminal organisation by proving the underlying predicate
offence. The ease or difficulty of prosecution and conviction depends on this. So, for example,
(organised) fraud is always more difficult to prove than drug trafficking/transportation (RAND
2015).
Therefore, the harmonisation of MS legal frameworks on organised crime should follow two
converging patterns, which should enable MS to control for the variety of organised crime groups in
Europe. On one side, as stated in many institutional and non-institutional reports, a harmonisation
towards a more severe fight against the traditional forms of organised crime is needed, by
transposing at the EU level the mafia-like association crime existing in some EU MS, such as in
Italy and Bulgaria. The recognition of the participation offence in such serious types of criminal
groups would enhance a transnational fight against phenomena that profited from global
connections before legal markets did. This transposition should also help in making a step forward
towards a common administrative and preventive approach against mafia-like groups, not
necessarily based on a traditional conviction-based model, but open to more flexible models such as
extend and third-party confiscation, or non-conviction based forfeiture (such as in Italy, UK and
Ireland).
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Fig. 1.4.14 Flexibility of OC legal framework in EU MS (RAND 2015)

On the other side, the EU should champion a second process, widely neglected also in most
of the institutional and non-institutional reports. A second harmonisation towards a more flexible
definition of organised crime is needed, in order to enable the investigation and prosecution on the
most organised forms of political corruption crimes and economic crimes. This can be achieved
through the inclusion of political and economic crimes among the aggravating circumstances when
a criminal organisation is involved, and/or the formulation of specific crimes that try to capture
more institutionalised forms of grand corruption.
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Table 1.4.4 Transposition of FD on organised crime in EU Member States (RAND 2015)
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1.5 OC into Politics: elections and organised crime

1.5.1 Electoral Corruption and Integrity: the demand-side problem
Although integrity in electoral processes in EU MS is generally high in presidential and
national elections, with electoral management bodies performing well in administering free and fair
elections, significant concerns can be raised about subnational elections, in which exposure to
political capture increases (see Fig. 1.5.1). This holds true not only in those MS where electoral
processes also at national level still pose significant problems (such as Bulgaria and Romania, see
Fig. 1.5.1), but also in well-established democracies such as Italy and Spain. In fact, there is
evidence to suggest that electoral corruption may be growing as a problem in subnational elections
in EU MS. This phenomenon includes several manifestations of misuse of electoral institutions for
personal or political gain. Apart from the distortion of electoral laws and electoral
maladministration, including classical acts of fraud, which remain a marginal phenomenon in the
EU, other hidden forms of electoral corruption gain more importance. The use of illicit forms of
campaigning to preserve or manipulate voters’ preferences finds robust evidence in many parts of
Europe, being a common practice during elections in some cases. These illicit forms of
campaigning can encompass direct violations of campaign finance laws, misuse of public funds for
electoral purposes, patronage, clientelism, vote-buying or even intimidation in a few cases. In
addition to these, more subtle forms are quite widespread across EU MS – also in those performing
better in controlling corruption – where no mandatory regulation of party financing is operating or
legislative loopholes allow lobbying activities during elections to remain veiled in secrecy.
Fig. 1.5.1 Electoral integrity in legislative elections in Europe

Source: Norris P., Martinez i Coma F., Nai A., and Groempin. 2016 The Expert Survey of
Perceptions of Electoral Integrity, PEI_4.0, http://thedata.harvard.edu/dvn/dv/PEI
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The lack of enforcement by national governments of those rules designed to control for
these illicit forms of campaigns, and in some cases even the absence of institutional and legal
instruments able to tackle the most subtle forms of voter manipulation, is strengthened by the nonintervention of EU institutions on this matter. These conditions lead to the emergence of at least two
scenarios. First, the regulative and enforcement vacuum is an enabler for informal and illicit
transactions that might favour the infiltration of illicit capitals in the electoral process or the growth
of a demand for illicit electoral services that might be provided by criminal organisations operating
in the same territories. Abundant evidence shows that parties and candidates can pay for protectionracket services during electoral campaigns, especially in those territories where criminal
organisations operate through territorially-based businesses such as protection-racket, providing
governance services also for illicit electoral transactions. However, also in those territories where
there is not a strong presence of traditional criminal organisations, the lack of enforcement against
illicit forms of campaigns more likely leads to a criminal organisation of electoral corruption
phenomena. This is the second scenario where illicit forms of campaigning are highly organised,
following a well-established model, widely known as the “political machine” model. Although the
establishment and preservation of similar machines does not directly resemble traditional organised
crime groups, abundant evidence shows a kind of evolutionary development towards more
structured networks aiming first at controlling the electoral process and then at manipulating public
procurement. As a matter of fact, phenomena of electoral corruption naturally lead to other forms of
corruption (i.e. in public procurement, regulatory activities, etc.), and it is intrinsic to democratic
regimes where political competition among candidates creates a demand for an anticipated control
upon voters’ preferences.
Based on these findings, the non-EU action on this issue likely jeopardises any EU
initiatives against other forms of political corruption, and, in addition to it, it likely keeps a window
of opportunity open for stronger interactions between these phenomena and organised crime. The
widespread existence of informal/illegal transactions during elections sustains over time a demand
for illicit services and resources that in some circumstances can meet on the market a solid (and
organised) supply of them. The fact, for instance, that political party financing remains a high-risk
area for corruption, makes this sector more vulnerable than other (voter mobilization) to the
infiltration of organised crime.
Therefore, a common EU strategy should consider both sides of the problem, by proposing a
common framework and legal instruments to control the infiltration of organised crime into
electoral politics, but, more importantly, to prevent such infiltration by proposing a set of measures
aimed at controlling for its enablers, starting from electoral corruption and other illicit forms of
campaigning. A strategy combining both administrative and criminal policies should be proposed
to combat the link between electoral corruption and organised crime, by targeting both the supplyside of the problem (i.e. the actual involvement of criminal groups into the electoral process) and
the demand-side (i.e. electoral corruption phenomena which persist widely even without the
presence of institutionalised criminal groups). In this section some recommendations are presented,
with multiple goals and areas of intervention.

Initiatives tackling the demand-side of the problem: electoral corruption
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According to the evidence collected and other available data, electoral transactions, and
political party financing, are inadequately regulated across Europe, and the regulative vacuum
becomes even broader as we look at subnational branches of parties or at individual candidates. As
in the case of many other anticorruption initiatives, there is in this sector both a problem of legal
framework and of effective implementation/enforcement of it.
On the side of legal frameworks, several critical issues can be raised. First, there is a lack of
regulation or legislative loopholes in the way contributions are regulated and reporting is enforced.
Even countries showing the best performance in the control of corruption do not have an effective
legal framework to regulate contributions to both parties and candidates. As far as political parties
are concerned, figure 1.5.2 shows that many Nordic countries have no mandatory regulation of
party financing, whereas some European countries have opted for a complete ban on corporate
donations to political parties (Belgium, Estonia, France, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and
Portugal). As shown in figure 1.5.2, in other countries there is a ban only on companies having
government contracts (such as in Italy or Germany), and/or limits are placed on large contributions
from individual and/or corporate donors, though there is wide variation in the levels at which
contributions are capped. However, there are still countries where such high corruption-risk
transactions are still allowed. This is the case of Sweden, Netherlands, United Kingdom and
Switzerland (see figure 1.5.2), where the absence of any limit on the amount individuals or
corporations can donate contributes to the on-going erosion of public confidence in the political
process. However, discrepancies over laws on donations rights and reporting duties can create a gap
that invalidates any effectiveness of the regulatory framework. Although many MS have legislation
on disclosure of finances requiring parties to report on the donations received, including the origin
of the donation and the amount and party expenditure, a number of them still continue to allow
undisclosed contributions of any value to political parties (Greece, Sweden, Switzerland) thus
shielding influential donors from public scrutiny. Conversely, complete bans on undisclosed
donations are in place in 10 countries (Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, France, Lithuania,
Latvia, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia and Spain), while the remaining countries continue to allow
undisclosed donations below a certain threshold (such as in Italy, see figure 1.5.2).
Legal frameworks also pose a serious problem as we consider their targets. In many
countries, for instance, regulations are in place only for the central organisation of political parties,
not including the subnational branches of them. In the Netherlands, for instance, where regulations
are already quite weak, the rules only apply to political parties at the central level who have chosen
to receive a state subsidy. For all other political parties (those not receiving a subsidy and those at
the regional or local levels) no rules on political financing exist. Other countries, like Finland and
Spain, have had to reform their legal instruments to regulate party transactions also at the local level
after widespread scandals emerged in the past years. Moreover, some legal gaps have further
allowed the central organisations of parties to keep contributions secret and bypass financing rules.
In many European countries there is a consolidated practice of funneling money through
foundations or affiliated associations that are not subject to the transparency and accountability
requirements of political parties.
However, the most important legislative gap is found in the obligations placed upon
individual candidates. As shown by figure 1.5.2, in the majority of cases candidates are not bound
in their activities by the same regulative constraints designed for political parties. Discrepancies
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exist in the ban for corporate donations (see figure 1.5.2), for corporate donations from companies
holding public contracts (see figure 1.5.2), for anonymous donations (see figure 1.5.2), and also in
reporting duties concerning donations (see figure 1.5.2). In all these realms, even countries with
strict regulations for political parties’ conduct do not provide a regulatory framework for individual
candidates. This is indeed a crucial problem, especially if we consider the growing emergence of
political organisations that refuse the status of “parties”, bypassing in this way also the legislation
on them, and that in the majority of cases parties play a marginal role in subnational elections,
especially those at municipal level. This vacuum creates a wide market for informal/illicit
transactions in local electoral arenas, making them more vulnerable to criminal capture and then
more prone to other forms of corruption.
The lack of legal instruments, however, is only a part of the problem. The effective
implementation of electoral campaign rules have been widely dampened in many countries by the
existence of legislative loopholes, weak enforcement and monitoring mechanisms, and weak
institutions. Important laws and regulations have been passed in many countries, especially in
Central-Eastern Europe, as shown in the figures, such as the ban on corporate donations from
companies with government contracts or mandatory reporting for candidates upon received
contributions. However, in most of the cases, this regulatory activism or the proliferation of
anticorruption institutions have not resulted in an effective implementation of such rules, or in the
strengthening of monitoring and enforcement instruments. This is the case of Bulgaria and
Romania, but illicit political financing still poses important problems also in countries like Czech
Republic, Hungary and Slovakia (TI 2012). In Southern Europe, widespread scandals on illicit
political financing have brought Spain, for instance, to new elections profoundly dampening
citizens’ confidence in electoral institutions and political parties. A recent national assessment (TI
2012) revealed that laws are often breached with impunity. In many countries, the lack of
independent regulatory agencies makes political financing enforcement very weak. In particular,
implementation problems also refers to the effective disclosure and reporting of donations.
According to some analyses (IDEA 2012. TI 2012), access to these kinds of information is
decidedly limited in practice, and in the majority of cases this is also due the lack of an independent
oversight body which collects and disseminates the information.
A recent report of Transparency International (2012) shows, for instance, that even those
institutions (national parliaments), which are expected to be the strongest forces in the promotion of
integrity across Europe, have failed in enforcing effective anti-corruption instruments. These
include codes of conduct for parliamentarians, mandatory disclosure of interests, assets and
income 19 , transparent reporting of parties’ finances and contributions, disclosure of lobbying
activities and intermediation20.

19

Eleven of the 25 countries do not cover all relevant aspects of MPs' interests and/or disclose only partial information:
Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Slovenia and
Switzerland (TI 2012).
20
According to this report, only six of the 25 countries assessed (France, Germany, Lithuania, Poland, Slovenia and the
UK) have regulated lobbying to any degree and in many cases the implementation of lobbyist registers is severely
lacking.
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Fig. 1.5.2 Political finance legislation in Europe for candidates and political parties
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Source: IDEA, Political Finance Database, 2012

Recommendations
Preventive measures

A green EU paper on political party financing inspired by the principles of transparency and
accountability, which should push MS towards mandatory regulations on political party financing,
including implementing clear rules on disclosure of donations and closing loopholes that hamper
their effectiveness. The framework should set a common policy benchmark in relation to some
issues: (a) by placing appropriate ceilings on donations by corporations and legal entities in
countries where these are permitted by law; (b) by considering the introduction of reasonable limits
for individual donations made to political parties; (c) by banning anonymous donations by requiring
that all donations are registered and publicly disclosed above a certain threshold.

A green EU paper on lobbying to push MS toward mandatory registers of lobbyists,
including a broad definition of lobbyists that extends regulations to public affairs consultancies,
corporate lobbyists, law firms, NGOs and think-tanks.

To set common rules about the adoption of codes of conduct in all representative assemblies
in EU MS, that provide specific guidance for members on how to deal with ethical dilemmas and
spell out mechanisms on addressing the management of conflicts of interest.

Champion the transparent financing of political parties at the EU-level, by expanding the
regulatory framework also to those candidates who are ultimately elected. Ensure all EU political
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parties and elected candidates submit reports that list donors and the amount of their donations,
including in-kind contributions and loans, during EU elections.
Enforcement


To enhance the enforcement of the MEPs code of conduct, including a regular monitoring of
MEPs’ criminal records by the use of the national convictions database and by setting a mandatory
report from MS authorities about criminal proceedings, criminal forfeiture or confiscation measures
regarding MEPs in-office or former MEPs.

To enhance transparency mechanisms regarding the donations/contributions received by EU
political parties and by individual candidates for their campaign. Mandatory reporting should regard
all types of contributions, with no exception for anonymous supporters, that can be allowed in the
EU framework by setting relevant limits to anonymous donations and including mandatory
reporting on the information related to each anonymous supporter, apart from her identity.

As far as criminal policies are concerned, a new EU framework should address the problem
of electoral corruption in EU MS, by setting some common standards in the fight against these
types of crimes, and a system of monitoring of the effective enforcement of legal instruments
against electoral crimes. A common Eurostat codebook should be enhanced to facilitate collection
of statistics on these types of crimes.

To enhance and monitor the activities of national regulatory agencies to perform oversight
and impose suitable sanctions where rules are breached.
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1.5.2 The infiltration of OC into electoral politics: the supply-side problem
(a)

Initiatives tackling the supply-side of the problem: the infiltration of OC

Some administrative and legal instruments have been already implemented in those
countries where criminal groups have historically developed strong capacities in infiltrating or
controlling the electoral market. These tools aim at controlling for two potential scenarios: when
criminal groups provide illegal electoral services during campaigns to candidates, who usually pay
a protection-racket fee back through various modalities (rarely cash, public contracts, impunity); or
when there is a direct participation of criminal groups in elections through the use of their own
affiliates or protégées as candidates.
These instruments can be classified in five different types and are in place in relation to both
scenarios:
(a)

Screening systems of candidates and of their criminal records;

(b)
Ban from voting and candidacy rights for those citizens who have been convicted
and/or are still serving a sentence for crimes related to serious crimes (including corruption
and criminal association crimes). These bans can either be enforced through either criminal
or administrative measures, depending on the strict implementation of a conviction-based
model;
(c)
Inclusion of specific criminal offences that punish any exchanges instrumental to
elections between political candidates and members of a criminal organisation;

BOX: Italy. The political and mafia-like electoral exchange crime
In Italy, there is a criminal offence for “political and mafia-style electoral exchange”,
punishing those electoral deals that might be signed by political candidates and members of a
mafia-like criminal organisation. This legal instrument was introduced into the penal system in
1992, although in a restrictive and unsatisfactory formulation that only punishes those candidates
who obtain the promise of votes “in exchange for the payment of money”. This limited definition
of the modalities of payment restrict the effective enforcement of the law only to those few cases
when cash payments were discovered. In reality, abundant evidence clearly showed that other
resources and strategies over time were used to reward the promise of illegal electoral services,
such as the promise of public contracts or subsidies, public concessions and authorisations, or
impunity. Because of it, the art. 416ter was recently reformed. In the new formulation of the
crime the role of the politician in the execution of the offense has changed. The new article states
that anyone who accepts a promise to buy votes via a mafia-like method mentioned in the third
paragraph of Art. 416 Penal Code, in exchange for the delivery or promise of money or other
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benefits, shall be punished with imprisonment from four to ten years. The same penalty applies to
those who can buy votes with the features mentioned in the first paragraph, that is, with the use of
the so-called Mafia methods. The method is embodied in the power of intimidation produced by
the bond of membership of a mafia type, the condition of subjection and conspiracy of silence to
commit crimes, to acquire directly or indirectly the management or control of economic activities,
concessions, authorisations, contracts and public services or to realize profits and unjust
advantages for themselves or others, or in order to prevent and obstruct the free exercise of the
vote, or procuring votes for themselves or others at elections. In any case, the new formulation
which made a step forward towards a less restrictive definition of the exchange resource, still
contemplates some ambiguous circumstances, that might dampen the effective implementation of
the article. The new formulation envisages the “awareness” of the candidates in getting services
from a mafia-like members, and the “provision” and not the “promise of” getting these services,
being sometimes difficult to prove the effective obtainment of such services, especially
considering the secrecy of votes.

(d)
Inclusion of aggravating circumstances that harshen the penalties for those electoral
or political corruption crimes committed with the participation of or abetting members of a
criminal organisations.
(e)
The dismantlement of city councils and of any local public administrations when
there is evidence showing a strong control/influence of criminal groups upon the decisions
of either elected or bureaucratic officials (see Integrated Report_Italy Country Report).

(b) Recommendations
Preventive measures

The development of a screening and monitoring system of the criminal records of elected
officials, candidates and public procurement officials both at the national and EU level. The EU
Parliament should fund the development of an IT service that provides simplified and unified access
to criminal convictions of candidates before EU elections and MEP in office, based on the common
ECRIS system already designed to enhance judicial cooperation among EU MS. At the national
level, MS should develop similar criminal records collection system. 
Enforcement

An EU Directive to establish a common legal framework to control for the electoral illegal
partnerships between members of criminal organisations and political candidates during elections,
by also including a ban on corporate donations from those companies under suspicions of being
linked to money-laundering and criminal organisations;
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The introduction of a specific offence in MS criminal justice frameworks for the illegal
exchange of resources between candidates or parties with members or companies linked to criminal
organisations during elections;

Among the initiatives the EU can launch to enhance the response of EU MS against
criminal-political partnerships at the local level is the dissolution of local administrations, which
implies the dismissal of local elected officials of the city’s or province’s council. As an
administrative measure, it can have just preventative effects, without being based on any criminal
convictions and without requiring the same standard of proof as criminal proceedings.
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